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Abstract
In this second paper of the series we continue to spell out a new program for quantum
gravity, grounded in the notion of corner symmetry algebra and its representations. Here we
focus on tetrad gravity and its corner symplectic potential. We start by performing a detailed
decomposition of the various geometrical quantities appearing in BF theory and tetrad gravity.
This provides a new decomposition of the symplectic potential of BF theory and the simplicity
constraints. We then show that the dynamical variables of the tetrad gravity corner phase space
are the internal normal to the spacetime foliation, which is conjugated to the boost generator,
and the corner coframe field. This allows us to derive several key results. First, we construct the
corner Lorentz charges. In addition to sphere diffeomorphisms, common to all formulations of
gravity, these charges add a local sl(2,C) component to the corner symmetry algebra of tetrad
gravity. Second, we also reveal that the corner metric satisfies a local sl(2,R) algebra, whose
Casimir corresponds to the corner area element. Due to the space-like nature of the corner met-
ric, this Casimir belongs to the unitary discrete series, and its spectrum is therefore quantized.
This result, which reconciles discreteness of the area spectrum with Lorentz invariance, is proven
in the continuum and without resorting to a bulk connection. Third, we show that the corner
phase space explains why the simplicity constraints become non-commutative on the corner.
This fact requires a reconciliation between the bulk and corner symplectic structures, already in
the classical continuum theory. Understanding this leads inevitably to the introduction of edge
modes.
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2
1 Introduction
We have recently proposed in the companion paper [1] a new roadmap towards quantum gravity,
grounded in the notion of representation of the corner symmetry algebra gS . This is a universal
notion of symmetry algebra at codimension-2 corners of any subregion of space, which exists inde-
pendently of boundary conditions. It can be defined at the classical level, and demanding that the
corner symmetries survive quantization gives a new organizing principle for understanding quantum
gravity.
1.1 Motivations
Our emphasis on the corner algebra is motivated by the lessons and deep insights coming from two
radically different approaches to quantum gravity, namely the teachings of AdS/CFT holography
and of loop quantum gravity (LQG). This new perspective, which we call local holography,1 can
be seen as a merging of some of the key concepts of both approaches. It can also be seen as a
new beginning, with an entirely different conceptual perspective and new technical tools, allowing
to address some critical shortcomings of both approaches and to reconcile their principles and
objectives.
In AdS/CFT, one postulates that the bulk information can be encoded in terms of observables
living on an asymptotic boundary with specific dynamics. The challenge is then to reconstruct
the quantum bulk geometry, or even produce a consistent definition of what this could be [5–14].
This question is still open despite interesting recent advances in lower-dimensional gravity [15–25].
What is crucially missing in all these descriptions is an understanding of the nature of micro-states
of quantum geometry. In local holography, we propose to decompose the bulk of spacetime into a
collection of subregions, and to attach a symmetry algebra to the corner of each subregion. The
corner symmetry charges encode a coarse-graining of the information inside each region it encloses.
The corner Hilbert space forms an irreducible representation of the local corner symmetry algebra,
and choices of states in this corner Hilbert space then encode quantum geometries. One of the goals
of this program is to show the conjectural claim that these continuous and covariant corner Hilbert
spaces can be taken to be finite-dimensional, with a size depending on the value of the Casimirs of
the corner algebra and the quasi-local energy. In this case, the coarse-graining would no longer be
an approximation, and can become exact at the quantum level.
One also expects to implement the bulk constraints as conservation laws for the local corner
charges. At the quantum level, these conservation laws are conjectured to be understood in terms of
generalized intertwiners, which defines a continuous version of the fusion product for corner Hilbert
spaces. This gives a concrete implementation of the profound albeit rather vague statement that one
can get “spacetime from entanglement of quantum information” [26–33]. The program of constraint
reconstruction as corner charge conservation was initiated in [34–37] with a focus on the kinematical
1The term local holography has also been used in [2–4]. We use it here in a related but different manner.
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constraints. A similar point of view is also adopted in the group field theory approach [38], and
some key ideas relating dynamics and fusion product have been worked out in [39–42]. The two
central points of the program which we propose are still conjectural and should be thought of at
this point as directions to explore. In this series of papers we focus on some key kinematical and
semi-classical aspects as the first steps in this direction.
The idea that quantum gravity should assign to every local region a local Hilbert space labeling
state of quantum geometry associated with the boundary surface is not new. It is one of the
central and most crucial aspects of LQG [43, 44], as first revealed by Smolin and Krasnov [45,
46], and successfully used in the black hole micro-states counting [47–51]. It also the central
theme of tensor network realizations of spacetime as a quantum process [39, 52–56] and it has
made its appearance in attempts to extend AdS/CFT to finite boundaries [57, 58]. In LQG, one
postulates that quantum geometry is supported on a network of distributional configurations (loops)
and that the corresponding states of quantum geometry are spin network states carrying SU(2)
representations living on the links of the network. When intersecting this network with a sphere
one obtains a collection of punctures labeling representations, which defines a Hilbert space attached
to the sphere (the intertwiner space). This Hilbert space, which carries representations of a product
of SU(2)’s, is a particular and simple example of the discretization of a corner Hilbert space [59].
There are several challenges however with this approach. First, it relies on a connection formula-
tion using the su(2) Ashtekar–Barbero connection [60,61], which exists only in the tetrad formalism
and in the so-called time gauge. This fact makes it almost impossible to transpose the results ob-
tained there to metric gravity, where such a connection does simply not exist. Moreover, attempts
to relax the time gauge and extend this connection to a manifestly Lorentz-invariant setting have
at best led to ambiguous results [62, 63]. More problematic is the reliance of this formulation on
the presence of an underlying network along which one integrates the connection. The presence of
this network introduces discontinuities and singularities,2 which are usually rationalized as being
quantum geometry effects with no classical analog [67–72]. Moreover, the non-commutativity of
the geometrical observables, which is central to the program, can be traced back to these singular-
ities [73].
One of our goals is to keep the deep insights of LQG, while freeing ourselves from its most
unpalatable aspects, such as the built-in discretization. In particular, in the present paper we show
that it is possible to have a non-commutative symmetry algebra without introducing discrete graph
structures, without relying on a connection formulation, and without having to fix the time gauge.
This, in turn, allows us to construct a new geometrical operator, which is the corner metric. This
then allows us to unambiguously reconcile Lorentz invariance with discreteness of area.
2There exists a reformulation of LQG working with discrete but non-singular representations [64–66].
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1.2 Questions
Since the central focus of our program is the corner algebra, we first need to understand what are
the boundary symmetry algebras associated with different formulations of gravity. As explained
in [1], this is achieved by decomposing the symplectic potential of each formulation of gravity into
a bulk piece and a corner piece. The bulk piece is common to all formulations and defined by a
momentum density conjugated to the induced metric (or induced coframe) on the slice. This yields
the component diff(S) of the corner symmetry algebra of gravity gS , corresponding to diffeomor-
phisms generated by tangent vector fields non-vanishing on the corner S. This part of the algebra
is non-trivially represented in all formulations of gravity. What differentiates various formulations
is then the corner symplectic structure. We reveal that different formulations carry a different set
of corner charges, which provide a non-trivial representation for different components of the corner
symmetry algebra. This framework enables us to phrase the first central questions we address in
this paper:
(i) Can classically equivalent formulations of gravity lead to inequivalent quantizations? Is there
a fundamental difference in that respect between the second order metric formulation and the
first order formulation in terms of tetrads?
In [1] we have concentrated on the case of metric Einstein–Hilbert (EH) gravity and established
the results summarized in the first two lines of Table 1 below. Here we switch to tetrad gravity
and consider the Einstein–Cartan–Holst (ECH) formulation, where Holst denotes the inclusion of
a topological term whose coupling is the Barbero–Immirzi parameter γ = β−1. The goal of the
present paper is to establish the last three lines in Table 1. In order to treat the ECH case, our
strategy consists of first analyzing BF theory [74] and then extanding our results to tetrad gravity
by using the so-called simplicity constraints [75–80]. These constraints express the B field as a
wedge product of the gravitational coframe field according to
BIJ = (∗+ β)(e ∧ e)IJ =: EIJ [e]. (1.1)
In the Hamiltonian analysis, these primary constraints form a second class pair with their conju-
gated secondary constraints [62, 63, 81–90]. If we don’t impose the time gauge, one finds that the
construction of a Lorentz covariant connection is ambiguous [62,63,91]. This ambiguity is directly
related to the question of whether discreteness of the area spectrum survives the relaxation of the
time gauge [86,89,92]. Moreover, the difference of treatment of the simplicity constraints in canon-
ical LQG and in the covariant spin foam approach is the source of another set of ambiguities and
puzzles [93–98]. This therefore raises the second set of fundamental questions which we want to
address:
(ii) Is it possible to reconcile Lorentz invariance with the discreteness of the area spectrum? How
can the simplicity constraints be properly imposed at the quantum level?
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It is important to acknowledge that the first question is relevant in any approach to quantum
gravity. Even in a metric formulation where the issue of dealing with the simplicity constraints is
bypassed, the derivation of a discrete area spectrum from the continuum theory is a central open
issue, which is key in order to explain the origin of a finite entropy [99,100]. In the context of tetrad
gravity, we claim that the answer to both questions in (ii) has been within reach all along. In order
to realize this, one needs to shift the emphasis from the bulk to the corner. Instead of using the
Holst term and the Barbero–Immirzi parameter in order to build a connection formulation in the
bulk, one can push this contribution to the corner and obtain a corner phase space structure with
a non-commutative coframe field. At the level of the symplectic potential, this follows essentially
from the identity [43,101,102]
β(e ∧ e)IJ ∧ δωIJ ≃ −βd(eI ∧ δeI), (1.2)
where the symbol ≃ denotes the use of the torsion-free condition. Acceptance of this technically
simple fact is forced upon us by the local holographic framework which we are developing, and
it has deep conceptual implications. In particular, it implies that the connection is no longer
the fundamental object required to build the kinematical Hilbert space for quantum geometry.
Instead, this role is now played by the non-commutative corner coframe. This paradigm shift
dissolves immediately ambiguities related to the choice of bulk connection, and, as we will explain,
it enables us to also treat unambiguously the simplicity constraints (which become second class
with themselves on the corner). At the same time, it naturally explains from a continuum and
semi-classical3 perspective how the discreteness of the area spectrum follows from the symmetry
algebra of the corner charges.
At this point, one could be worried about yet another fundamental puzzle: The fundamental
geometrical fields seem to behave differently in the bulk and at the corner. More precisely, while the
fluxes classically Poisson commute in the bulk, they become non-commutative at the corner after
imposing the Gauss law [104]. In fact this is not a new concern, and it was pointed out for the flux
observables already early on in the LQG framework [73]. There, it was believed that the resolution of
the tension lies entirely in the fact that the singular loopy excitations of quantum geometry develop
quantum features (in this case non-commutativity) which have no classical analog [105,106]. If we
want to let go of this gap between classical and quantum states, the challenge is then to find a
consistent explanation for this puzzle already at the semi-classical and continuum level. If we believe
that the corner coframe field plays a fundamental role in describing the gravitational degrees of
freedom both at the classical and at the quantum level, then we are forced to face the third central
question addressed in this paper:
(iii) How can we reconcile the different bulk and corner canonical Poisson structures with the
continuity of the coframe field?
3The use of the term “semi-classical” in our context has to be understood in relation to the Kirillov orbit method
[103], as explained in [1].
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The answer to this question will be grounded in the notion of edge modes. In order to get there,
let us now summarize the various results which we obtain, and how they build upon each other in
order to arrive at the edge modes.
1.3 Summary of the results
We now summarize three of our main results, which as we will explain encode essentially the answer
to the three questions raised above.
Our study of the classical phase space of ECH gravity is based on the covariant phase space
formalism. In this approach the discussion about the treatment of the second class constraints of the
Hamiltonian theory in the bulk is bypassed because the formalism is simply on-shell. Still, one has
to find a proper decomposition of the phase space variables which enables us to access the equations
of motion and to decompose the symplectic potential. As the bulk + corner decomposition of the
symplectic potential for tetrad gravity is a technically more involved and subtle process than in the
metric case, with more constraints involved, we proceed step by step.
We start with BF theory and perform a decomposition into tangential/normal and horizon-
tal/vertical components of all the geometrical objects defining the theory. This leads us to the
notion of boost and spin BF coframes, which in turn provides a decomposition of the BF sym-
plectic potential into a bulk term and a corner term. This is the first time such a bulk + corner
decomposition of BF theory is performed. In particular, this reveals that BF theory possesses an
additional canonical pair in the bulk as compared to gravity, which turns out to vanish on-shell
when imposing the bulk simplicity constraints turning BF theory into ECH tetrad gravity. The
novelty of our treatment of ECH gravity is that it keeps the Holst contribution on the corner and
parametrizes the bulk degrees of freedom unambiguously in terms of the universal GR symplectic
potential [1]. When relaxing the requirement of the time gauge, the internal normal is part of the
corner phase space, as well as a contribution from the Holst term. This is expressed by the first
main result of the paper, derived in Section 5, which is
(i) ΩECH ≃
∫
Σ
δP˜I ∧ δe˜I +
∫
S
(
δE˜I ∧ δnI − β
2
δe˜I ∧ δe˜I
)
. (1.3)
Elements of this decomposition, including the central role of the internal normal on the corner phase
space, have already appeared in the literature [43,83,101,102,107–116], but here we put the pieces
together and squeeze all the physical content out of this formula. For Lorentz transformations, the
corner potential yields symmetry charges satisfying an sl(2,C)S algebra4, with the generators given
by the corner 2-form
EIJ
S
= E˜JnI − E˜InJ + β(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ . (1.4)
4 XS means the set of maps S → X.
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We then find that there is an unambiguous description of the simplicity constraints on this corner
phase space, and that the bulk and corner simplicity constraints are different in nature. More
precisely, our parametrization of the bulk degrees of freedom with the GR symplectic structure
removes the ambiguities associated to a choice of connection in the bulk, while an alternative and
more symmetric parametrization of the corner symplectic potential (see Section 6.2) tells us how to
introduce and make sense out of the corner simplicity constraints. In this way, the confusions which
have subsisted so far completely wash away once the covariant phase space formalism is used to
properly analyse the corner symplectic structure. For the first time, LQG without the time gauge is
non-ambiguous. The same new parametrization naturally reveals the existence of an extra sl(2,R)S‖
component of the corner symmetry algebra, which on-shell of the corner simplicity constraints is
associated to the tangential components of the corner metric. This second main result of the paper,
derived in Section 6.5, is
(ii) {qab(x), qcd(y)} = − 1
β
(
qacǫbd + qbcǫad + qadǫbc + qbdǫac
)
(x)δ2(x, y), (1.5)
where ǫab is the totally skew Levi–Civita tensor. The corner area density is therefore related to the
sl(2,R)S‖ Casimir. Standard elements of representation theory together with the space-like nature of
the corner metric yield straightforwardly a discrete spectrum for the corresponding area operator.
The bracket (1.5) highlights the crucial role of the Barbero–Immirizi parameter in obtaining an
area gap, consistently with the standard LQG description [105, 106]. However, here we achieve
this result while shifting the emphasis from the discrete holonomy-flux representation (and the use
of the time gauge) to the continuum corner symmetry algebra [34, 36, 37]. This result reconciles
fundamental discreteness with Lorentz invariance, and it is a manifestation of an underlying more
general geometrical structure which will be revealed and studied in the companion paper [59]. It
is interesting to point out that the discreteness of the area spectrum from the quantization of the
corner phase space in the continuum has also been derived in [117], although in a null context and
using spinorial variables.
Finally, we show how the answer to question (iii) is provided by the introduction of the concept
of edge modes as a set of fields (eI , JIJ , ϕ) living at the corner and a priori independent of the (pull-
back of the) bulk fields. These play a dual role: On the one hand, they are required to restore gauge
invariance at the corner, while defining non-trivial corner symmetry charges. On the other hand,
they are related to the pull-back of the bulk fields on the corner by a gauge frame ϕ ∈ SL(2,C)S ,
which is an element of the corner symmetry group which dresses the corner flux [118]. As shown
in Section 7, this gluing condition can be expressed in terms of the coframe field and the Lorentz
generators as
(iii) e˜Ia
S≃ ρabeJb ϕJ I , EIJ
S≃ (ϕ−1Jϕ)IJ , (1.6)
where an additional corner group element ρ ∈ SL(2,R)S is necessary for the coframe. Since the edge
modes so introduced are non-commutative, their identification with the pull-back of the bulk flux
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and coframe fields encodes naturally the non-commutativity of these geometrical variables at the
corner. Moreover, the introduction of the gauge frame ϕ is here to insure that the gluing condition
is a first class constraint invariant under the boundary symmetry algebra. The appearance of
this gauge frame also opens up the possibility to understand how, even though we are not using
a connection formulation to parametrize the bulk phase space in (1.3) (as in standard LQG),
the information about a gauge connection (through its holonomy group elements) can still be
reconstructed from the corner data when considering the gluing of the coframe edge modes across
subregions. This feature embodies the paradigm shift which we are proposing: The discrete bulk
holonomy is no longer a constituent ingredient of the quantum geometry Hilbert space, but instead
it emerges from the representation of the continuum ultra-local algebra of the corner symmetry
charges. This interpretation of the gauge frame as a holonomy, which we just keep as an observation
at this point, will be developed in [59,119].
Corner symmetries gS
Formulation of gravity diff(S) sl(2,R)⊥ sl(2,R)‖ su(2) boosts
Canonical general relativity (GR) X
Einstein–Hilbert (EH) X X
Einstein–Cartan (EC) X X
Einstein–Cartan–Holst (ECH) X X X X
Einstein–Cartan–Holst + time gauge (ECHt) X X X
Table 1: Parts of the corner symmetry algebra which are non-trivially represented in various
formulations of gravity. The sl(2,R) algebras denoted with ⊥ and ‖ are respectively associated
with the metric components which are normal and tangent to the corner. The last two columns
are the decomposition of the Lorentz algebra into boosts and rotations.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review the basic ingredients of BF theory
and the tetrad formulation of gravity, including the pre-symplectic potential and the Hamiltonian
charges. These are known results (see also [120–122] for the study of gravitational charges in the
first order formalism), on which we however give a new perspective in the rest of the paper.
In Section 3 we perform a detailed decomposition of all the geometrical quantities that play
an important role in BF theory, including the simplicity constraints. This allows us to derive
a bulk + corner decomposition of the BF potential in Section 4, and of the ECH potential in
Section 5. This reveals the dynamical nature of the internal normal at the corner. In fact, the
main theme of Section 5 is to show how, by analogy with the metric case [1], the ECH symplectic
potential can be decomposed into a bulk term common to all other formulations of gravity, plus
a corner term. The bulk piece yields the tangent diffeomorphism corner charge, with the spatial
diffeomorphism constraint taking the form of a conservation law for the momentum aspect. While
this understanding of the spatial diffeomorphism constraint is immediate in the metric case, in
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tetrad gravity this interpretation has been revealed and exploited only recently [37,123].
In Section 6 we provide an alternative parametrization of the ECH corner potential in terms of a
Lie algebra-valued horizontal 1-form. We use this parametrization to introduce the corner tangential
metric and the corner simplicity constraints (which are the focus of the follow-up paper [59]). The
components of the corner metric satisfy an sl(2,R)S algebra and represent additional corner Dirac
observables. This establishes that the corner symmetry algebra of tetrad gravity is given by5
gS = diff(S) ⋉
(
sl(2,C)S ⊕ sl(2,R)S‖
)
. We end the section by deriving a key result, which is the
discreteness of the corner area spectrum from the continuum.
After all this preparatory analysis we are ready to introduce the edge modes for ECH gravity in
Section 7. This section is of a more conceptual nature, aiming at clarifying and reconciling within
our general framework several contrasting statements found across the literature. This gives us the
opportunity to set the stage for the next paper [59] in the series, where the edge modes of ECH
gravity provide the conceptually cleanest setup to study the corner simplicity constraints in the
continuum and classical theory. This analysis will reveal the advantage of the edge mode formalism
in unraveling new geometrical structures of boundary degrees of freedom, which solves old puzzles
in quantum geometry while opening new paths towards quantization. A concluding discussion is
presented in Section 8.
We have included a long list of appendices containing details of various calculations. Our
notations and conventions are gathered in Appendix A. Appendices B, C and D collect several
proofs and details of calculations used in the main text. An alternative decomposition of the ECH
potential is presented in Appendix E. Further details on the Hamiltonian diffeomorphism charges
are included in Appendix F. Proof of the first class nature of the gluing condition (1.6) is given in
Appendix G.
2 BF theory and tetrad formulation of gravity
In this section, following [1], we introduce notations and review basic facts about BF theory and
the Einstein–Cartan–Holst formulation of gravity. The reason for doing this is that we are going to
derive in (4.9) a new decomposition of the BF symplectic potential (into bulk and corner pieces),
from which the decomposition (5.1) of the ECH potential will immediately follow upon imposing
the simplicity constraints (see [124] for a review of BF gravity).
5We will see in [59] that, in fact, there is an extra u(1) component as the sl(2,C) and sl(2,R) Casimirs are related
by a balance equation. For the sake of the preliminary analysis of the simplicity constraints presented here, this
aspect is not fundamental.
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2.1 BF theory
In terms of a Lorentz tensor 2-form BIJ and a Lorentz connection 1-form ωIJ with curvature
F IJ = dωIJ + ωIK ∧ ωKJ , BF theory is defined by the Lagrangian
LBF =
1
2
BIJ ∧ F IJ . (2.1)
The equations of motion are the flatness and Gauss equations
F IJ ≈ 0, T IJ := dωBIJ ≈ 0. (2.2)
The Bianchi identities
dωF
IJ = 0, dωT
IJ = [F, T ]IJ , (2.3)
signal the presence of two sets of gauge invariances,6 labelled by a Lie algebra-valued scalar αIJ
and a Lie algebra-valued 1-form φIJ , and acting as
δαB
IJ = [B,α]IJ , δαω
IJ = dωα
IJ , δφB
IJ = dωφ
IJ , δφω
IJ = 0. (2.5)
Finally, the symplectic potential of BF theory, associated with a codimension-1 manifold Σ, is
simply given by
ΘBF =
1
2
∫
Σ
BIJ ∧ δωIJ . (2.6)
We perform its bulk + corner decomposition in Section 4.
2.2 Einstein–Cartan–Holst gravity
In the first order tetrad formulation of gravity, the basic fields are an R4-valued form, or coframe
field eI = dxµeIµ, with inverse eˆI = e
µ
I ∂µ, and a Lorentz connection ω
IJ . In terms of the coframe
field, the spacetime metric is gµν = e
I
µe
J
ν ηIJ , where ηIJ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). Coframes and their dual
frames are related by eµI = g
µνηIJe
J
ν .
The Einstein–Cartan–Holst (ECH) Lagrangian is
LECH =
1
2
EIJ ∧ F IJ , EIJ [e] := (∗+ β)(e ∧ e)IJ . (2.7)
The duality map acting on the Lie algebra is defined as (∗M)IJ = 12ǫIJKLMKL, and we use the
notation (e ∧ e)IJ := eI ∧ eJ . We refer the reader to Appendix A for the rest of our notations and
6The interplay between Bianchi identities and gauge symmetries goes back to Noether [125], and results in the
conservation laws
d(αIJTIJ ) = δαωIJT
IJ + δαB
IJ
FIJ , d(φ
IJ
FIJ ) = δφωIJT
IJ + δφB
IJ
FIJ . (2.4)
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conventions, as well as some useful formulas. The parameter γ = β−1 is the so-called Barbero–
Immirzi parameter. It corresponds to a shift of the Lagrangian by the topological Holst term7 [130].
The ECH Lagrangian is obtained from the BF one after imposition of the simplicity constraints
(∗B)IJ − βBIJ = −(1 + β2)(e ∧ e)IJ ⇒ BIJ = EIJ [e]. (2.8)
These constraints will be analyzed and decomposed in Section 3.5 below. Their corner counter-
part and their quantization will be the focus of the companion papers [59, 119], but we present a
preliminary analysis of the corner simplicity constraints already here in Section 6.3.
The equations of motion obtained by varying the ECH Lagrangian with respect to eI and ωIJ
respectively are given by
GI := (∗+ β)F IJ ∧ eJ ≈ 0, TIJ := (∗+ β)
(
dωe[I ∧ eJ ]
) ≈ 0, (2.9)
with GI the Einstein tensor in tetrad variables. When the coframe is invertible, the second equation
is equivalent to the vanishing of the torsion T I := dωe
I . These first order equations of motion satisfy
two Bianchi identities, namely
dωTIJ = e[I ∧GJ ], ξIdωGI = ξyTI ∧GI + ξyF IJ ∧ TIJ , (2.10)
where ξI = ξy eI . These identities signal the presence of two sets of gauge invariances. They
correspond to internal Lorentz transformations, which are labelled by a Lie algebra valued scalar
αIJ , and diffeomorphisms, which are labelled by a vector field ξ. Their action on the fields is
δαe
I = −αIJeJ , δαω = dωαIJ , δξeI = LξeI , δξωIJ = LξωIJ , (2.11)
where Lξ(·) = d(ξy ·)+ ξy (d ·) is the Lie derivative. The charges associated with these transforma-
tions have been studied in [1]. Here we have another look at them once the symplectic potential
ECH has been decomposed into bulk and corner components.
The symplectic potential for tetrad gravity which we are going to study in the rest of this paper,
and which follows from the Einstein–Cartan–Holst Lagrangian, is
ΘECH =
1
2
∫
Σ
EIJ ∧ δωIJ . (2.12)
For completeness we recall that the corner Hamiltonian charges associated with Lorentz transfor-
mations and diffeomorphisms are
HSECH[α] =
1
2
∫
S
αIJE
IJ , HSECH[ξ] =
1
2
∫
S
ξy γIJE
IJ , (2.13)
7There are other topological terms which one can add to the Lagrangian, corresponding to the Pontrjagin, Euler,
and Nieh–Yan classes [120, 126–129]. We will come back to these terms in their influence on the potential in future
work.
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where γIJ [e] is the torsionless Lorentz connection compatible with eI . On-shell of the Gauss and
diffeomorphism constraints, these charges satisfy a non-commutative algebra, which is the corner
algebra diff(S)⋉ sl(2, C)S under study [131]
{HSECH[α],HSECH[β]} ≃ HSECH
[
[α, β]
]
, (2.14a)
{HSECH[ξ],HSECH[α]} ≃ HSECH[Lξα], (2.14b)
{HSECH[ξ],HSECH[ξ′]} ≃ HSECH
[
[ξ, ξ′]Lie
]
. (2.14c)
One can clearly obtain the potential ΘECH from ΘBF by imposing the simplicity constraints.
Our task is now to explain how this can be achieved when the potentials are decomposed into bulk
and corner components. This also shows the explicit relationship between ΘECH and the universal
bulk piece ΘGR. In order to get these results, we now need to understand how all the various
quantities which have appeared so far can be decomposed geometrically on the slice Σ.
2.3 A new look at canonical analysis
The role of the simplicity constraints in reducing topological BF theory to Einstein–Cartan–Holst
gravity has been extensively studied in the literature, as well as the canonical structure of the ECH
Lagrangian (2.7) (see references in the next paragraph). However, this was done almost exclusively
using Dirac’s algorithm of Hamiltonian analysis. There exists a second canonical way of studying
the phase space of a classical theory, which is to use the covariant phase space formalism as we do
here. These two possibilities differ in the sense that the former uses a separation of the constraints
into first/second class, as well as primary/secondary/etc. . . , while the latter is simply an on-shell
formalism which is agnostic about such a separation. It is therefore important to explain at this
point where our treatment stands with respect to the already existing literature, and how it enables
us to solve some long standing puzzles in canonical LQG and spin foam models.
The Hamiltonian analysis of Einstein–Cartan gravity was performed in [81–83]. It leads to a
phase space parametrized by the ADM canonical pair (given by the induced metric on the slice and
its conjugate momentum associated to the extrinsic curvature of the slice), or equivalently its first
order tetrad analog. The classical starting point of LQG, however, is a parametrization of the phase
space in terms of an su(2) connection and the conjugated densitized triad, traditionally called the
flux. This was initially derived as a canonical transformation from the ADM phase space [60, 61],
and then from the Hamiltonian analysis of the Einstein–Cartan–Holst Lagrangian [130]. These
derivations however use the time gauge, which amounts to fixing the internal normal nI , and
therefore reduces the internal gauge group from SL(2,C) to the SU(2) stabilizing nI . It was
suggested that this gauge choice was at the origin of the discreteness of the area spectrum in LQG
[62,92], and the source of difficulties when trying to match canonical LQG with the covariant spin
foam approach [62,63,93,132,133]. This has motivated the study of the canonical theory without
the time gauge. When analyzing the ECH Lagrangian without the time gauge, complications
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arise due to the presence of second class constraints,8 which are precisely the primary simplicity
constraints and their conjugated secondary constraints [63,84,87]. These can be dealt with either
by using the Dirac bracket [85,86], by working with an explicit solution of the constraints [88–90],
by working with an explicit solution of the constraints [88–90] or by adding variables to promote
the constraints to a first class set [135, 136]. In all cases, one arrives at the conclusion that the
choice of Lorentz connection configuration variable is ambiguous in the bulk [63,91], an observation
which has fueled the discussion on the ambiguities of the imposition of the spin foam simplicity
constraints.9 Obviously this also translates into ambiguities in the quantum theory.
Therefore, some of the main questions which remain open from the point of view of the Hamil-
tonian analysis of the simplicity constraints in the bulk are: Does the discreteness of the area
spectrum survive the relaxation of the time gauge and is it compatible with Lorentz invariance?
Are the simplicity constraints properly imposed in spin foam models? Indications that the answer
to the first question is positive are given in [89,117] (see also [137,138]). The second question has
been the source of much debate [93–98,139]. In our view, confusion in this debate is deeply rooted
in a more fundamental puzzle of the LQG framework, which consists of the incompatibility between
the bulk and the corner phase space canonical structures, as pointed out in the introductory Section
1.2.
The rest of this paper is devoted to addressing these issues. Our new treatment is based, at
the conceptual level, on the shift of focus from the bulk connection to the corner coframe field,
and, at the technical level, on the analysis of tetrad gravity by means of the covariant phase space
formalism. The latter being an on-shell construction, all that is required in order to deal with
the second class constraints (which after all are just the canonical decomposition of the torsion
equations) is to properly decompose the connection and to impose the equations of motion. This
is what we do just below. Let us now dive step by step into the technicalities of this construction.
For this we perform a decomposition of the various geometrical quantities using the spacetime and
internal normals.
3 3 + 1 decompositions
In this section we introduce all the geometrical tools necessary in order to decompose the symplectic
potentials (2.6) and (2.12) respectively associated with topological BF theory and ECH gravity.
This requires to decompose the constraints, equations of motions, Lorentz tensors, and connections.
These decompositions reveal the precise form of the bulk and corner components of the potentials,
and their geometrical interpretation. They also clarify the role of the bulk simplicity constraints.
We start by recalling some standard material. As usual, the 3 + 1 decomposition relies on a
8Second class constraints are also present in the time gauge, but in this case they can be handled easily and lead
to an ambiguous parametrization of the phase space [130,134].
9In the Hamiltonian analysis the simplicity constraints come in pairs given by primary and secondary constraints,
and these latter depend on which connection variable is chosen in order to parametrize the phase space.
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foliation of the spacetime by codimension-1 submanifolds Σ. This foliation defines a normal 1-form
n = nµdx
µ and the dual normal vector nˆ = nµ∂µ. Given a coframe e
I = dxµeIµ and dual frame
eˆI = e
µ
I ∂µ, we can introduce an internal normal n
I = nˆy eI such that
n = eInI , nˆ = eˆIn
I , nInI = n
µnµ = σ, (3.1)
with σ = −1 for a time-like normal and σ = +1 for a space-like one (whenever such a choice is
made in the following, it will be explicitly said).
With the help of these normals we can then introduce a new coframe field
e˜Iµ := e
I
µ − σnµnI . (3.2)
This form is both tangential in the sense e˜InI = 0, and horizontal in the sense nˆy e˜
I = nµe˜Iµ = 0.
It furthermore defines the induced metric on Σ as
g˜µν := e˜
I
µe˜
J
ν ηIJ = gµν − σnµnν . (3.3)
Note that it is important to differentiate between the normals n, nˆ, nI because they have a different
behavior under field variations. One usually assumes that the normal form n is kinematical, i.e.
independent of the metric except for its normalization. This means that we impose that δn ∝ n
under a field variation. This condition implies that the field variation preserves the chosen foliation.
It is important, however, to appreciate that the normal vectors nˆ and nI are both phase space
variables which possess non-trivial field variations. Indeed, we have
e˜IδnI = −δe˜InI , e˜Iµδnµ = −δe˜Iµnµ, (3.4)
which follows directly from the fact that e˜ is both tangential and horizontal. The inclusion of the
internal normal nI in the phase space is key to the construction which we present here.
In BF theory the fundamental field is the Lie algebra-valued 2-form BIJ , and there is no intrinsic
notion of coframe field. However, it turns out that once we chose an internal normal vector nI we
can define a tangential boost coframe b˜I and a tangential spin coframe s˜I . Decomposing BIJ in
terms of these coframes enables us to decompose the BF potential in a form very similar to the ECH
potential. Then, the simplicity constraints have an elegant rewriting as a relationship between the
coframes (b˜I , s˜I) and the gravitational coframe e˜I .
Two important notions in what follows are the decompositions of Lorentz and spacetime indices
into normal/tangential and vertical/horizontal components respectively. The first decomposition
refers to the internal Lorentz indices, while the second one to spacetime differential form indices.
Let us now introduce these decompositions
3.1 Normal/tangential decomposition
Let us start by discussing the decomposition into normal and tangential components. We first use
it for tensors like BIJ and EIJ , then for connections like ωIJ , and then for the Gauss constraint,
where it corresponds to a decomposition into boosts and rotations.
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3.1.1 Decomposition of Lorentz tensors
Given the internal normal nI and a Lorentz tensor M IJ , we define its normal and tangential
components as
M I⊥ :=M
IJnJ , M
I
‖
:= (∗M)IJnJ . (3.5)
With this we can then decompose the Lorentz tensor as
M IJ = 2σM
[I
⊥ n
J ] − σǫ˜IJKMK‖ , (3.6)
where we have introduced the induced epsilon tensor ǫ˜IJK := ǫIJKLn
L, and we recall that anti-
symmetrization of indices is defined with a factor 1/2. Under duality M → ∗M , we have that
M⊥ →M‖ and M‖ → −M⊥.
We make extensive use of the decomposition of the 2-form BIJ . Since it appears as the generator
(or charge) of Lorentz transformation, we can naturally understand its tangential and normal
components as generators of rotation and boost. In order to reflect this we therefore adopt the
notation
BI := BIJnJ , S
I := (∗B)IJnJ , (3.7)
where BI stands for boost and SI for spin. In terms of these components, we will repeatedly use
the decomposition
BIJ = 2σB[InJ ] − σǫ˜IJKSK . (3.8)
This is particularly important for the decomposition of the BF potential and the rewriting of the
simplicity constraints.
3.1.2 Decomposition of connections
Both BF theory and ECH gravity feature the Lorentz connection ωIJ , whose decomposition is a
central ingredient of what follows. The spacetime Lorentz connection can be decomposed as
ωIJ = ΓIJ + 2σK [InJ ]. (3.9)
In this decomposition, the only requirement which we impose is
dΓn
I = 0. (3.10)
This in turn implies that
KI = dωn
I . (3.11)
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This shows that KI is a tangential Lorentz vector since KInI = 0. As the space of Lorentz
connections is an affine space, the fact that KI is a tensor implies that ΓIJ is a Lorentz connection.
More precisely, it is the connection which preserves nI . Then, the fact that dΓn
I = 0 means that
its curvature tensor R[Γ] = dΓ + Γ ∧ Γ is purely tangential, i.e. such that RIJnJ = 0.
One should be careful when comparing this decomposition of the connection with the decom-
position of tensors as in (3.6). Indeed, one can see that KI is not equal to the normal part of the
connection, since ωI⊥ = ω
IJnJ = K
I −dnI . However, we have that the tangential part of ΓIJ is the
tangential part of the Lorentz connection, i.e. ωI‖ = (∗ω)IJnJ = ΓI‖. In Appendix C.1 we give for
completeness the decomposition of the Lorentz gauge transformations acting on KI and ΓIJ . This
shows as expected that the former transforms as a tensor and the latter as a Lorentz connection.
Finally, the decomposition of the connection implies that its curvature tensor decomposes as
F IJ = RIJ(Γ)− σ(K ∧K)IJ + 2σdΓK [InJ ]. (3.12)
We can read from this the normal and tangential components, which are respectively F I⊥ = dΓK
I
and F IJ‖ = R
IJ(Γ)− σ(K ∧K)IJ . We use this later on when decomposing the Einstein equations.
3.1.3 Boost/rotation decomposition of the Gauss constraint
It is now useful to apply the tangential/normal decomposition to the Gauss constraint T IJ = dωB
IJ ,
which leads to a rotational and a boost Gauss laws. First, using (3.8) and (3.9) leads to
dωB
IJ = dΓB
IJ + 2σB[I ∧KJ ] + 2(K × S)[InJ ], (3.13)
where we have used the cross product (M ×N)I := ǫ˜IJKMJ ∧NK . Then, using (3.8) once again,
and the fact that dΓǫ˜IJK = 0, we can further decompose
dΓB
IJ = 2σdΓB
[InJ ] − σǫ˜IJKdΓSK . (3.14)
This implies that the boost and rotation components of the Gauss constraint, given respectively
by BI := T IJnJ and RI := (∗T )IJnJ , are equal to
BI = dΓBI + σ(K × S)I , RI = dΓSI − σ(K ×B)I . (3.15)
The boost component makes an appearance in the bulk piece of the BF symplectic potential (when
written off-shell). Furthermore, using the simplicity constraints in (3.15) will give a boost/rotation
decomposition of the torsion equations of motion of ECH gravity.
3.2 Horizontal/vertical decomposition
The presence of the normal form n allows us to decompose any spacetime form α into horizontal
and vertical components. The vertical component of the form α is the form αn := nˆyα obtained by
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contraction with the normal vector. Therefore, a form α is said to be horizontal when its vertical
component vanishes, i.e. when nˆyα = 0. The horizontal component α˜ is the component which
survives the pull-back on Σ, and is denoted by α
Σ
= α˜. With this, any form α can be decomposed
into horizontal and vertical components as
α = α˜+ σn ∧ αn, αn := nˆyα. (3.16)
In what follows, forms with a tilde will always be horizontal. Notice that the coframe field eI
is special in the sense that its horizontal component is also tangential, as explained below (3.2),
although this is not true for a general form.
We can also decompose ordinary and covariant differentials of forms. For example, for an
horizontal form α˜ the covariant derivative satisfies
dΓα˜ = d˜Γα˜+ σn ∧ LΓnˆα˜, (3.17)
where d˜ is the pull-back differential on Σ, and where we have introduced the covariant Lie derivative
LΓξ α˜I := ξy (dΓα˜I) + dΓ(ξy α˜I ). This covariant Lie derivative is such that LΓξnI = 0. We also have
dn = d˜n+ σn ∧ Lnˆn. (3.18)
This decomposition can be applied to the tensor appearing in the decomposition of the connection.
In this case we have
KI = K˜I + σn ∧KIn, (3.19)
where K˜I is the extrinsic curvature form and KIn can be identified with the acceleration. Using
the fact that Lξω = ξyF + dω(ξyω), the vertical component of the curvature can be expressed in
terms of the Lie derivative of the connection along the vector nˆ as
F IJn = LnˆωIJ − dωωIJn . (3.20)
3.3 BF coframes
Let us now focus again on the Lie algebra-valued 2-form BIJ . We can decompose it in both tan-
gential/normal and horizontal/vertical components, but then also combine these decompositions.
Then, both the normal (boost) and the tangential (spin) parts can be decomposed into horizontal
and vertical components as
BI = B˜I + σn ∧BIn, SI = S˜I + σn ∧ SIn. (3.21)
With these two decompositions, we have rewritten the 36 components of the 2-form BIJ in terms of
the 18+18 components (BI , SI), and then each of these (say, for BI) 18 components in terms of the
9 + 9 horizontal/vertical components (B˜I , BIn). The object B
I
n is a vector-valued vertical 1-form,
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and can be thought of as a the vertical component of a coframe, which we call the normal boost
coframe. On the other hand B˜I is a vector-valued horizontal 2-form. It is important to appreciate
that it is possible to generically10 decompose B˜I as a cross product of horizontal 1-forms b˜I by
writing
B˜I =
1
2
(b˜× b˜)I , (b˜ ∧ b˜)IJ = −σǫ˜IJKB˜K . (3.22)
Indeed, here we are simply trading the 9 components of B˜I for the 9 components of b˜I . We call b˜I
the tangential boost coframe. Similarly we can rewrite S˜I as
S˜I =
1
2
(s˜ × s˜)I , (s˜ ∧ s˜)IJ = −σǫ˜IJK S˜K , (3.23)
in terms of a tangential spin coframe s˜I . Notice that these decompositions hold before imposing
the simplicity constraints relating BIJ to the gravitational EIJ [e]. Here we are still in BF theory,
which is why there are two coframes11. We show below that the simplicity constraints have an
elegant interpretation as relating b˜I and s˜I with the gravitational coframe e˜I .
This completes our tangential/normal and horizontal/vertical decomposition of the B field in
terms of two boost coframes (b˜, Bn) and two spin coframes (s˜, Sn). We use this decomposition in
Section 4 to rewrite the potential of BF theory.
3.4 Equations of motion
We now present the decomposition of the equations of motion of Einstein–Cartan–Holst gravity.
These are the torsion equation12 T I = dωe
I ≃ 0 and the Einstein equation GI ≈ 0 introduced in
(2.9). The details are given in Appendix B.
The torsion equation can be decomposed into normal T⊥ = T
InI and tangential T
I
‖ parts, and
equation (B.6) gives its decomposition into horizontal and vertical components. The horizontal
components give the constraints, while the vertical components are the evolutions equations. More
precisely, the tangential and normal horizontal components are respectively given by
d˜Γe˜
I ≃ 0, e˜I ∧ K˜I ≃ 0. (3.24)
The first equation establishes that Γ˜ is the spin connection associated with e˜. The second equation
can be understood as the condition that the extrinsic curvature tensor is symmetric, i.e. K˜ [IJ ] = 0
where K˜I = K˜IJ e˜J . The vertical components nˆyT
I
‖ and nˆyT⊥ define the evolution equations
LΓnˆe˜I ≃ K˜I , e˜IKIn ≃ Lnˆn, (3.25)
10Provided that B˜I satisfies the non-degeneracy condition ǫabcǫ˜IJKB˜
I
abB˜
J
cd 6= 0.
11This can also be understood in terms of the Urbantke metrics of BF theory [140].
12The torsion equation can be imposed alone, which we denote by ≃, while the Einstein equation requires to also
impose the torsion, and is therefore denoted by ≈.
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where LΓξ is the covariant Lie derivative associated with Γ. The first relation tells us that the pull-
back of KI can be understood as the extrinsic curvature, i.e. the normal derivative of the induced
coframe.
Using the normal and tangential components (B.10) of the Lorentz curvature tensor F IJ , we
can similarly decompose the Einstein tensor GI = (∗ + β)F IJ ∧ eJ into normal G⊥ = GInI and
tangential GI‖ components. We then denote by C the horizontal component of G⊥, and by C
I the
horizontal component of GI‖ . The quantities C and C
I are the constraints when σ = −1, and they
are boundary evolution equations when σ = +1. Explicitly, they are given by
CI ≃ d˜ΓP˜ I , C = −R˜I(Γ˜) ∧ e˜I + σ
2
(K˜ × K˜)I ∧ e˜I − βd˜ΓK˜I ∧ e˜I , (3.26)
where we had to use the torsion equations to rewrite CI . These two expressions are nothing but
the spatial diffeomorphism constraint and the Hamiltonian constraint. The spatial diffeomorphism
constraint is here nicely expressed as a conservation equation for the momentum aspect [37]
P˜ I := −σ(K˜ × e˜)I . (3.27)
Note that the last term of C vanishes when the torsion constraints (3.24) are satisfied. The vertical
components nˆyG⊥ and nˆyG‖ are the evolutions equations.
3.5 Bulk simplicity constraints
In their most elementary form, the simplicity constraints taking us from BF theory to ECH gravity
are just the requirement that
BIJ = EIJ [e], EIJ [e] = (∗+ β)(e ∧ e)IJ . (3.28)
It is now natural to decompose both sides of this relation in terms of horizontal/vertical and
normal/tangential components, and thereby express the simplicity constraints as relations between
the various components of BIJ and EIJ .
Let us start by decomposing the gravitational 2-form EIJ . Applying the tangential/normal
decomposition to the wedge product of the coframe fields, we get
(e ∧ e)I⊥ = (e ∧ e)IJnJ = e˜I ∧ n, (e ∧ e)I‖ = ∗(e ∧ e)IJnJ =
1
2
(e˜× e˜)I . (3.29)
We now introduce the horizontal 2-form E˜I (called the flux in LQG) defined as
E˜I :=
1
2
(e˜× e˜)I , (e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ = −σǫ˜IJKE˜K , ∗(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ = 2σE˜[InJ ]. (3.30)
From this definition, one can see that E˜I is also a tangential form, i.e. E˜InI = 0. Using these
ingredients in (3.6) tells us that
(e ∧ e)IJ = 2σe˜[InJ ] ∧ n− σǫ˜IJKE˜K , ∗(e ∧ e)IJ = 2σE˜[InJ ] + σǫ˜IJK e˜K ∧ n , (3.31)
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and we find that the decomposition of the gravitational 2-form is
EIJ = σ
(
2E˜[InJ ] − βǫ˜IJKE˜K
)− σn ∧ (2βe˜[InJ ] + ǫ˜IJK e˜K). (3.32)
This means in particular that the pull-back to Σ of EIJ is given by
E˜IJ = 2σE˜[InJ ] + β(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ = σ(2E˜[InJ ] − βǫ˜IJKE˜K) (3.33)
and it satisfies E˜IJnJ = E˜
I .
Similarly, using the decompositions (3.8) and (3.21) of BIJ in terms of boost and spin coframes
yields
BIJ = σ
(
2B˜[InJ ] − ǫ˜IJK S˜K
)
+ n ∧ (2B[In nJ ] − ǫ˜IJKSKn ). (3.34)
The simplicity constraints BIJ = EIJ can therefore be written in terms of the boost and spin
components as
B˜I = E˜I , S˜I = βE˜I , BIn = −σβe˜I , SIn = σe˜I . (3.35)
One sees that the simplicity constraints identify the tangential boost form with the gravitational
flux. To go from the BF symplectic potential (4.9) to the ECH symplectic potential (5.1), it will
be sufficient to focus only on the fact that the simplicity constraints identify
B˜I = E˜I , s˜I =
√
βe˜I . (3.36)
Notice that the actual names of the coframes are irrelevant: What matters is that BF theory has
two coframes while ECH gravity only has one. The bulk simplicity constraints say that the two
coframes of BF theory are in fact not independent, but proportional to each other through β (if
β = 0, the simplicity constraints amount to killing one of the BF coframes). For this reason, we
could have chosen from the onset a “notational gauge” in which the pair of BF coframes is either
(b˜I ≡ e˜I , s˜I) or (b˜I , s˜I ≡
√
βe˜I). We have chosen not to do so at this point in order not to mix
notations between BF and ECH and introduce possible sources of confusion. We however choose
the latter notational shortcut in Sections 6 and 7.
An important word of caution must be mentioned at this point, and has to do with the difference
between the bulk and corner simplicity constraints. In the bulk, reducing topological BF theory to
ECH gravity requires to impose BIJ = EIJ , which as we have shown translates into the various
identifications (3.35) between components. As these components all commute in the bulk, this
identification is not problematic. On the corner the flux can be viewed as the generator of the
corner algebra is therefore non-commutative. Due to this, the corner simplicity constraints are
second class, and their imposition must therefore be performed with care in order to respect the
Lorentz algebra structure of the boost and spin (rotation) generators.
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With the simplicity constraints, we can finally express the boost and rotational parts (3.15) of
the Gauss law as
BI [e] Σ= d˜ΓE˜I + σβ(K˜ × E˜)I ≃ 0, RI [e] Σ= βd˜ΓE˜I − σ(K˜ × E˜)I ≃ 0. (3.37)
One can see that in this case these two constraints are proportional to each other when β2 = −1,
which is to be expected as we work in Lorentzian signature. Their imposition implies that
d˜ΓE˜
I ≃ 0, (K˜ × E˜)I ≃ 0. (3.38)
In terms of e˜I and the momentum aspect P˜ I = −σ(K˜ × e˜)I , this is
d˜Γe˜
I ≃ 0, (P˜ × e˜)I ≃ 0. (3.39)
We now have at our disposal all the ingredients necessary to decompose the symplectic potentials
of BF theory and ECH gravity.
4 Decomposition of the BF symplectic potential
The symplectic potential of BF theory is
ΘBF =
1
2
∫
Σ
BIJ ∧ δωIJ . (4.1)
Using the decomposition (3.8) in terms of boost and spin, and the fact that on Σ only the tangential
components contribute, we get
ΘBF = σ
∫
Σ
(
B˜I ∧ δωIJnJ − 1
2
ǫ˜IJK S˜
K ∧ δωIJ
)
. (4.2)
We now evaluate the two terms separately. For the first term, we use the variation of (3.9) to get
δωIJnJ = δK
I + δΓIJnJ + σn
IKJδnJ , (4.3)
while from the variation of (3.10) we obtain
dΓδn
I + δΓIJnJ = 0. (4.4)
Together, this leads to
δωIJnJ = δK
I − dΓδnI + σnIKJδnJ . (4.5)
The last term does not contribute when contracted with BI , so we can therefore write that
BI ∧ δωIJnJ = BI ∧ (δKI − dΓδnI)
= BI ∧ δKI + dΓBIδnI − d(BIδnI). (4.6)
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To write the second term in the potential, let us first notice that
−σǫ˜IJKSK ∧ δωIJ = −σǫ˜IJKSK ∧ δΓIJ + 2(K × S)JδnJ , (4.7)
and then use (3.23) to write
−σǫ˜IJKSK ∧ δΓIJ Σ= (s˜ ∧ s˜)IJ ∧ δΓIJ
= −s˜I ∧ δΓIJ ∧ s˜J
= s˜I ∧
(
dΓδs˜
I − δ(dΓs˜I)
)
= 2dΓs˜I ∧ δs˜I − δ(s˜I ∧ dΓs˜I)− d(s˜I ∧ δs˜I). (4.8)
Noticing that (4.6) and (4.7) have two terms which combine to form the boost Gauss law BI of
(3.15), and writing all the quantities on Σ in terms of horizontal forms, we finally get
ΘBF = Θ
Σ
BF +Θ
S
BF, (4.9)
where the bulk potential is
ΘΣBF :=
∫
Σ
(
σB˜I ∧ δK˜I + d˜Γs˜I ∧ δs˜I + σB˜IδnI
)
− δ
(
1
2
∫
Σ
s˜I ∧ d˜Γs˜I
)
, (4.10)
and the corner one is
ΘSBF := −
∫
S
(
σB˜Iδn
I +
1
2
s˜I ∧ δs˜I
)
. (4.11)
Notice that, in the bulk potential, the third term vanishes on-shell while the last one is a total
variation. These two terms therefore don’t contribute to the on-shell symplectic structure.
It is now a straightforward task to impose the simplicity constraints in order to obtain the
gravitational potential.
5 Decomposition of the ECH symplectic potential
With the decomposition of the BF symplectic potential we can now easily obtain the decomposition
of the ECH potential by plugging the simplicity constraints. We then compare this ECH potential
with the GR potential of metric gravity in order to identify the relative potential, and then use
this latter to study the relative charges.
5.1 ECH symplectic potential
Using the simplicity constraints (3.36) in (4.9) gives us
ΘECH = Θ
Σ
ECH +Θ
S
ECH, (5.1)
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with
ΘΣECH :=
∫
Σ
(
σE˜I ∧ δK˜I + βd˜Γe˜I ∧ δe˜I + σB˜IδnI
)
− δ
(
β
2
∫
Σ
e˜I ∧ d˜Γe˜I
)
, (5.2a)
ΘSECH := −
∫
S
(
σE˜Iδn
I +
β
2
e˜I ∧ δe˜I
)
. (5.2b)
The ECH potential is manifestly very similar to the BF potential. The third term in the bulk
vanishes on-shell of the boost Gauss constraint B˜I ≃ 0, and the last one is a total variation. The
key difference between the BF and ECH potentials is that the former depends on the two coframes
b˜I (through B˜I) and s˜I , while the latter depends only on13 e˜I . Using the form (3.38) of the Gauss
law, we therefore get
d˜ΓE˜I ≃ 0 ⇒ d˜Γe˜I ≃ 0, (5.3)
meaning that the second bulk term also vanishes on-shell. While BF theory therefore possesses
two bulk canonical pairs, ECH gravity only has a single bulk canonical pair. This is the usual
gravitational pair expressing the fact that the extrinsic curvature K˜I is conjugated to the flux
2-form E˜I . On-shell, the symplectic structure takes the simple form
ΩECH ≃ σ
∫
Σ
δE˜I ∧ δK˜I −
∫
S
(
σδE˜Iδn
I +
β
2
δe˜I ∧ δe˜I
)
. (5.4)
The corner term in (5.4) is consistent with [83,102,111]. Here we have clarified how the simplicity
constraints reduce the BF symplectic structure to the gravitational one.
In order to compare these results with metric gravity, it is useful to rewrite the bulk potential
in terms of the momenta P˜ I = −σ(K˜ × e˜)I . This can be done using the identities (see Appendix
C.2 for the third one)
E˜I =
1
2
(e˜× e˜)I , σE˜I ∧ K˜I = −1
2
P˜I ∧ e˜I , σE˜I ∧ δK˜I = P˜I ∧ δe˜I − 1
2
δ(e˜I ∧ P˜I), (5.5)
leading to
ΘΣECH =
∫
Σ
P˜I ∧ δe˜I +
∫
Σ
(
βd˜Γe˜I ∧ δe˜I + σB˜IδnI
)
− δ
(
1
2
∫
Σ
e˜I ∧ (P˜I + βd˜Γe˜I)
)
, (5.6)
where the Boost Gauss law now reads B˜I =
(
(d˜Γe˜− βP˜ )× e˜
)
I
.
We now want to establish that this bulk piece coming from the tetrad gravity potential is,
on-shell of the torsion, the universal piece ΘGR common to all formulations of gravity, as stated
in [1].
13As mentioned above, we can actually choose a notation to match b˜I with e˜I from the onset.
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5.2 Relationship between ECH and GR potentials
We now give the explicit proof of the relationship between the bulk ECH potential and the GR
potential. Similar relationships are given in [110,111,115,116], but here we establish them here in
minute details. For this we have to consider the case σ = −1, but notice that we could also take
σ = +1 and compare with the Gibbons–Hawking potential ΘGH introduced in [1]. Recall that the
canonical gravitational symplectic potential is [1]
ΘGR =
1
2
∫
Σ
ǫ˜(K˜g˜µν − K˜µν)δg˜µν , (5.7)
where K˜µν = g˜µ
αg˜ν
β∇αnβ is the extrinsic curvature tensor of the slice Σ. This potential expresses
the fact that
P˜µν := ǫ˜(K˜g˜µν − K˜µν) (5.8)
is conjugated to the induced metric g˜µν , as we know from ADM analysis [141,142]. In vacuum, this
momentum satisfies the conservation law
∇˜µP˜µν = 0, (5.9)
where ∇˜ is the induced derivative on Σ. This is the vector constraint generating spatial diffeomor-
phisms.
This structure is of course reminiscent of the momentum aspect 2-form introduced above. When
σ = −1 it is given by
P˜ I := (K˜ × e˜)I . (5.10)
This momentum aspect was previously introduced and investigated in [37,123]. We have shown in
(3.26) that the validity of vacuum Einstein equations implies the momentum conservation
d˜ΓP˜
I ≈ 0, (5.11)
and in (5.6) that P˜ I is the momentum canonically conjugated to the coframe field. As shown in
Appendix C.2, for any vector-valued 1-form M I =M Iµdx
µ which is both tangential and horizontal
we have ∫
Σ
P˜I ∧M I =
∫
Σ
ǫ˜
(
K˜g˜µ
ν − K˜µν
)
M Iν e˜
µ
I =
∫
Σ
P˜µ
ν
M Iν e˜
µ
I . (5.12)
By taking M I = dξI one gets that the momentum conservation takes the form
d˜ΓP˜
I = (∇˜µP˜µν)e˜Iν ≈ 0. (5.13)
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Taking M I = δe˜I and using δg˜µν = e˜
I
µδe˜νI + e˜
I
νδe˜µI on the one hand, and M
I = e˜I on the other
hand, implies that
ΘGR =
∫
Σ
P˜I ∧ δe˜I ,
∫
Σ
ǫ˜K˜ =
1
2
∫
Σ
P˜I ∧ e˜I . (5.14)
We can finally state our main result, in line with [1], which is that the ECH and GR potentials
only differ by a corner symplectic potential. On-shell we have
ΘECH ≃ ΘGR +ΘECH/GR − δ
(∫
Σ
ǫ˜K˜
)
, (5.15)
where the relative potential is the corner potential (recall that we have σ = −1)
ΘECH/GR := Θ
S
ECH =
∫
S
(
E˜Iδn
I − β
2
e˜I ∧ δe˜I
)
. (5.16)
This can be put in parallel with the decomposition of the Einstein–Hilbert potential performed
in [1] (see (2.14) there), which is
ΘEH = ΘGR +ΘEH/GR − δ
(∫
Σ
ǫ˜K˜
)
. (5.17)
Moreover, continuing this comparison with the metric case, let us point out as a remark that we
can express the relation (5.15) in terms of the boundary Lagrangian14
LECH/GR :=
1
2
(
σ ∗ (e ∧ e)IJ ∧ dωnInJ − βeI ∧ dωeI
)
(5.18)
as
δLECH/GR + dθECH/GR
S≃ θECH − θGR. (5.19)
This is the exact analog of equation (2.15) in [1], which expresses the same relationship between the
EH and GR metric formulations. The proof of this relation is given in Appendix D. This formula
means that the first order GR Lagrangian is given by LGR = LECH − dLECH/GR. We will come
back to this boundary Lagrangian when studying the whole boundary dynamics in future work.
Taking the variation of (5.17) to obtain the symplectic structures we have
ΩECH ≃ ΩGR +ΩECH/GR, (5.20)
with
ΩGR =
∫
Σ
δP˜I ∧ δe˜I , ΩECH/GR =
∫
S
(
δE˜I ∧ δnI − β
2
δe˜I ∧ δe˜I
)
. (5.21)
We can now use the relative symplectic structure in (5.21) to discuss the relative charges.
Before going on to this, let us discuss for completeness the relationship between the ECH and
Einstein–Hilbert potentials.
14This form of Lagrangian has been used to write the covariant Gibbons–Hawking term [107,109,143] plus a Holst
boundary term vanishing on-shell of the torsion [35]. We have written it here for an arbitrary σ.
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5.3 Relationship between ECH and EH potentials
In our previous work [1] we have established the relationship between the canonical GR potential
and the Einstein–Hilbert potential. Similarly, in the previous section we have established the
relationship between the GR and the Einstein–Cartan–Holst potential. This is summarized in the
two identities
ΘEH = ΘGR +ΘEH/GR − δ
(∫
Σ
ǫ˜K˜
)
, (5.22a)
ΘECH ≃ ΘGR +ΘECH/GR − δ
(∫
Σ
ǫ˜K˜
)
, (5.22b)
where ≃ means that the torsion equation of motion has been used, and where the corner symplectic
potentials are (we continue to restrict our analysis to the case where nI is time-like, so σ = −1) [1]
ΘEH/GR =
1
2
∫
S
√
q sµδn
µ, ΘECH/GR =
∫
S
(
E˜Iδn
I − β
2
e˜I ∧ δe˜I
)
. (5.23)
Here sˆ = sµ∂µ denotes
15 the outward unit vector tangent to the slice Σ and normal to S. By taking
the difference of the corner symplectic potentials, we get a direct relationship between Einstein–
Hilbert and Einstein–Cartan–Holst potentials, namely
ΘECH −ΘEH := ΘECH/EH = ΘECH/GR −ΘEH/GR. (5.24)
This gives the relative potential between the ECH and EH formulations, and enables to study
the relationship between the diffeomorphism Komar charge HEH[ξ] and the ECH diffeomorphism
charge HECH[ξ]. Let us expand a bit on this formula and explain how it is related to the work [115].
Since all quantities are pulled back to S, which is of codimension-2, it is convenient to introduce
the pull-back on S of the coframe. We focus again on the time-like nˆ case, so that σ = −1, and
use the availability of the space-like unit vector sˆ normal to the surface S. Given these two normal
vectors such that gµνnµnν = −1, gµνsµsν = 1, and gµνnµsν = 0, we introduce the induced coframes
e˜I := eI + nnI , e¯I := eI − ssI , and ¯˜eI = ˜¯eI := eI + nnI − ssI . This last coframe is the pull-back to
S of the bulk coframe field, i.e. we have
eI
Σ
= e˜I
S
= ¯˜eI . (5.25)
These coframes are tangential in the sense that e¯IsI = 0 = e˜
InI , and satisfy e˜
I = ¯˜eI + ssI and
e¯I = ˜¯eI − nnI .
In [115], De Paoli and Speziale have studied the relationship between the Einstein–Cartan–Holst
and Einstein–Hilbert formulations of gravity. They have introduced a corner potential for tetrad
15This vector is denoted by ˆ˜s = s˜µ∂µ in our previous paper [1], where we consider a more generic geometrical setup
at the corner with two pairs of normals: (nµ, s˜µ) is used when the slice is space-like, and (sµ, n¯µ) when it is time-like,
with a boost angle between nˆ and sˆ. When this boost angle vanishes we have sˆ = ˆ˜s. Here we work on a space-like
slice, but drop the tilde in order to have lighter notations in this section.
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gravity such that internal gauge invariance is restored, i.e. the Lorentz charges on the corner vanish,
and such that the Komar expression is recovered for Hamiltonian charge associated with tangent
diffeomorphisms. In order to write this corner term we use the inverse eˆI = e
µ
I ∂µ to introduce the
variational 1-form
̟IJ := eˆ[Iy δeJ ]. (5.26)
The De Paoli–Speziale (DPS) corner term16 is
ΘDPS :=
1
2
∫
S
̟IJE
IJ . (5.27)
We are now going to show this DPS corner term is related to the various potentials and relative
potentials introduced so far. This is the series of equalities
ΘDPS = ΘECH/GR −ΘEH/GR = ΘECH −ΘEH = ΘECH/EH. (5.28)
Introducing ¯˜EI = (¯˜e× ¯˜e)I , we show in Appendix C.3 that
∗(e ∧ e)IJ̟IJ S= 2 ¯˜EIδnI −√q sµδnµ. (5.29)
For the Holst term we have
(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ̟IJ = (e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ eˆIy δeJ = −e˜I ∧ δe˜I . (5.30)
Putting this together shows the desired result, namely that
ΘDPS =
1
2
∫
S
̟IJE
IJ =
∫
S
(
E˜Iδn
I − β
2
e˜I ∧ δe˜I − 1
2
√
q sµδn
µ
)
= ΘECH/EH. (5.31)
This identity clearly shows that the DPS corner symplectic potential contains three canonical pairs,
namely (E˜, nI), (e˜I1, e˜
I
2), and (
√
q sµ, n
µ).
5.4 Relative charges
Let us now go back to the relationship between the two formulations GR and ECH. Since we have
two different expressions for the gravitational potentials, we also have two different expressions
for the corner charges of symmetry associated with Lorentz transformations and diffeomorphisms.
This is captured by the notion of relative charge defined as
HSECH/GR = HSECH −HSGR. (5.32)
The charges HSECH and HSGR are evidently expressed as boundary integrals after imposing the
bulk equations of motion [1]. The relative charge can then be expressed either as the difference
16Please note that we have adjusted signs and numerical factors with respect to [115] in order to fit our conventions.
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HSECH − HSGR, or directly as a canonical charge coming from the relative symplectic potential.
This last option amounts to treating the relative charge and the relative potential (and symplectic
structure) as standing on their own feet. Let us elucidate this point of view by analyzing these
relative charges.
We start with the easier case of the charges for Lorentz transformations with parameter αIJ .
In this case, the GR charge vanishes identically, so the relative charge HSECH/GR[α] is simply equal
to HSECH[α] in (2.13) and given by
HSECH/GR[α] = HSECH[α] =
1
2
∫
S
αIJE
IJ = −
∫
S
(
αI⊥E˜I −
β
2
αIJ(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ
)
, (5.33)
where we have used the first equality in (3.33) with σ = −1. Using the explicit expression (5.21)
for ΩECH/GR and the transformation rule δαV
I = −αIJV J for V I = (E˜I , nI , e˜I), it is easy to show
that the relative charge is in fact a canonical charge for the corner symplectic structure, i.e. that
−δαyΩECH/GR = δHSECH/GR[α]. (5.34)
We now prove the same results for the diffeomorphism charges. The GR and ECH charges
for diffeomorphisms tangent to the corner are simply obtained by the on-shell Noether expression
HS[ξ] ≈ LξyΘ and accordingly they are given by17
HSGR[ξ] ≈
∫
S
ξy e˜I P˜I , HSECH[ξ] ≈
1
2
∫
S
ξyωIJE
IJ . (5.35)
We present in Appendix F two computations of the relative charge. One can directly compute
the subtraction HSECH/GR[ξ] = HSECH[ξ] − HSGR[ξ], as done in F.1 (where as a byproduct we also
decompose the diffeomorphism charge of BF theory). Alternatively, one can compute the relative
charge as the canonical charge of the relative symplectic structure. From the expression (5.23) of
the relative potential, it is immediate to see that the contraction LξyΘECH/GR, for σ = −1, yields
the relative charge
HSECH/GR[ξ] =
∫
S
(
E˜ILξnI − β
2
e˜I ∧ Lξe˜I
)
, (5.36)
in agreement with (F.11).
For the sake of completeness, we give in Appendix F.2 yet another proof of the relationship
(5.32) between the diffeomorphism charges. There we show how the GR charge written asHSECH[ξ]−
HSECH/GR[ξ] and in the parametrization introduced in Section 6 contains two terms. One is a Holst
piece which yields the so-called topological Komar charge (see also [115]) and it vanishes on-shell.
The second one is a gravitational piece which yields the Brown–York charge expressed in first order
variables, as expected for the GR charge [1].
17On-shell of all the torsion-free equations one can replace ω by the spin connection γ[e]. It is however sometimes
also useful to keep ω and first decompose it as (3.9) before going on-shell.
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Finally, we can also compare the diffeomorphism ECH charge with the EH Komar charge.
The difference is encoded in the relative charge HSECH/EH[ξ] = HSECH[ξ] − HSEH[ξ]. To compute
this relative charge directly, let us first recall that on-shell of the torsion equations the Lorentz
connection ωIJ becomes the compatible torsion-less connection
γIJµ [e] =
(
δαµ
(
eIβδJK − eJβδIK
)− eIαeJβeµK
)
∂[αeβ]
K . (5.37)
Using this we get that
ξy γIJ = eˆ[IyLξeJ ] − eˆIy eˆJydξ, (5.38)
where ξ = ξµdx
µ. This enables us to decompose the diffeomorphism charge as
HSECH[ξ] =
1
2
∫
S
ξy γIJE
IJ =
1
2
∫
S
EIJ(eˆIyLξeJ )− 1
2
∫
S
EIJ eˆIy eˆJydξ. (5.39)
The last term on the right-hand side is precisely the Komar charge, telling us that
HSECH/EH[ξ] = HSECH[ξ]−HSEH[ξ] =
1
2
∫
S
EIJ(eˆIyLξeJ), (5.40)
which immediately shows that this is also the canonical charge derived from the relative potential
(5.28).
6 Normal coframe, corner simplicity constraints, and corner metric
So far we have studied in details the relationship between the ECH, GR, and EH potentials and
charges. It is now time to focus exclusively on the corner symplectic potential ΘSECH (5.2b). After
pointing out why the corner phase space has to be handled with care, we show that it contains
important physical information, in particular the symplectic structure of the tangential corner
metric and its algebra. The corner potential also guides us towards the corner simplicity constraints
which we study in details in [59]. At the end of this section, we will be in position to make the last
conceptual jump towards edge modes, by promoting the corner fields to new independent degrees
of freedom, and shifting once and for all the focus to the corner symplectic structure.
6.1 Danger around the corner
In Section 3.5 we put the reader on alert about the danger of using the naive pull-back of the bulk
simplicity constraints (3.35) to the corner. Let us explicitly show on the example of the Lorentz
charges where such a wrong turn would lead us. First, let us recall that in BF theory the B field
conjugated to ω is a commutative bulk variable, as can be seen on (2.6). However, after imposing
the Gauss law the B field at the corner becomes non-commutative. This is evidently also the case
in ECH gravity with the simple field BIJ = EIJ [e] [104]. This simply follows from the identity
HSECH[α] =
1
2
∫
S
αIJE
IJ ≃ 1
2
∫
Σ
dAαIJ ∧EIJ (6.1)
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and the Poisson bracket {HSECH[α],HSECH[α]} ≃ HSECH[[α, β]].
Now, notice that a naive imposition on the corner of the simplicity constraints in (5.33) would
yield the Lorentz charge
HSECH[α] =
1
2
∫
S
αIJE
IJ △!= σ
∫
S
E˜I
(
αI⊥ − βαI‖
)
. (6.2)
One would therefore be tempted to call E˜I the boost generator and βE˜I the rotation generator.
This identification is however clearly at odds with the Poisson brackets of the boost and spin
generators B˜I and S˜I which one can read off from the BF corner symplectic potential (4.11) before
imposing the simplicity constraints (this phase space structure will be analyzed in detail in [59]).
In the bulk of Σ the identification S˜I
Σ
= βB˜I is harmless since all the components of BIJ commute
with each other (as well as the components of EIJ). At the corner B˜I is the canonical generator
for boosts while S˜I is the canonical generator of rotations, so the identification S˜I
S
= βB˜I cannot
be done without harm to the Poisson structure18. At the quantum level we also cannot naively
identified the rotation and boost operators.
This means that we cannot simply understand the corner simplicity constraint as arising by
continuity from the bulk one. That is why one needs to be very careful in identifying the flux
(and eventually the area) with the Lorentz spin generator when talking about the corner phase
space. We will see in [59] how this apparently innocent fact is actually at the core of the persisting
confusion about the reconciliation of fundamental discreteness of quantum geometry and Lorentz
invariance. In fact, such a reconciliation follows straightforwardly from the reconciliation between
the bulk and the corner phase space structures. This is where the edge modes come to the rescue,
as this is exactly their main role. We elaborate extensively on this crucial aspect in Section 7.
For the time being, as a warm-up to the introduction of the edge modes, let us present an
alternative way of lifting this difficulty of reconciling bulk simplicity with corner non-commutativity.
This is provided by performing a more “symmetric” rewriting of E˜IJ so that the simplicity can
be implemented straightforwardly in the corner phase space while intertwining the Lorentz algebra
(at the cost of losing for the moment the clear geometrical split between boosts and rotations).
6.2 Normal coframe parametrization
The corner phase space can be elegantly described by using the so-called normal coframe parametriza-
tion. Let us consider the Lie algebra-valued horizontal 1-form nIJ defined as
n
IJ := σnˆy (e ∧ e)IJ = 2σn[I e˜J ]. (6.3)
From this definition, one can see that the normal component (up to a sign) of nIJ is the horizontal
coframe, i.e. nIn
IJ = e˜J . This object satisfies many relations which are proven in Appendix C.4.
18The fact that boundary continuity equations should be treated as second class constraints was first realized by
Smolin [144]
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In particular, it enables us to write the horizontal part (3.33) of the gravitational 2-form as
E˜IJ = −σ
4
(∗+ β)[n ∧ n]IJ . (6.4)
This normal coframe also provides an elegant alternative parametrization of the corner symplectic
potential. In order to see this, we use the fact that the Einstein–Cartan piece of the corner potential
ΘSECH can be rewritten as
E˜Iδn
I =
1
2
ǫIJKLn
J e˜K ∧ δ(nI e˜L) = 1
8
ǫIJKLn
IJ ∧ δnKL = 1
4
(∗n)IJ ∧ δnIJ , (6.5)
while the Holst component can be written as
1
2
e˜I ∧ δe˜I = σ
2
(nI e˜J − nJ e˜I) ∧ (δnI e˜J + nIδe˜J ) = σ
4
nIJ ∧ δnIJ . (6.6)
With this we get
ΘSECH = −
σ
4
∫
S
(∗+ β)nIJ ∧ δnIJ , (6.7)
and the corner symplectic structure is therefore
ΩSECH = −
σ
4
∫
S
(∗+ β)δnIJ ∧ δnIJ . (6.8)
Note that this parametrization of the corner symplectic structure is used in Appendix F.2 as a
way to compute the relative diffeomorphism charge. This can be seen as an interesting consistency
check for our formulas, and as an exercise in manipulating the corner variables nIJ which we have
introduced.
6.3 Corner simplicity constraints
It is important at this point to stop and think about the number of independent variables in the
various parametrizations of the corner phase space. For this, let us forget momentarily about
relation (6.3). The unconstrained corner phase space with canonical variables nIJa , with a = 1, 2 an
index tangent to S, is then 12-dimensional. This amounts to working with the BF corner potential
(4.11) in terms of variables (B˜I , nI , e˜Ia), which because of the relations B˜
InI = 0 = e˜
I
anI and
n2 = σ gives indeed a 12-dimensional phase space19. Another convenient parametrization is to use
the 3 + 3 + 6 = 12 objects
sab := ∗nIJ(a nb)IJ , qab :=
σ
2
n
IJ
(a nb)IJ , JIJ := −
σ
4
(∗+ β)[n ∧ n]IJ . (6.9)
19In [59] we will even relax these 4 kinematical constraints and start from a 16-dimensional corner phase space.
This will enable to unravel an interesting symmetry breaking pattern.
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To go back to the gravitational phase space, one should impose the 3 corner simplicity constraints
B˜I = ∗(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJnJ . These can elegantly be imposed directly on nIJ as the conditions
sab = 0, (6.10)
which indeed imply that there exists a vector nI (which can always be chosen to be normalized) and
a form e˜Ia such that n
IJ
a = 2σn
[I e˜
J ]
a . As we will explain in details in [59], the 3 simplicity constraints
contain actually a first class constraint and 2 second class constraints, and as such remove 4 degrees
of freedom. The reduced phase space is then 8-dimensional20, and parametrized by the components
of qab and JIJ . When the simplicity constraints are satisfied qab = e˜
I
ae˜
J
b ηIJ is the corner metric,
while JIJ then coincides with the gravitational 2-form (6.4). We will now compute Poisson brackets
and show that JIJ is the generator of corner Lorentz transformations.
21
Now that we have motivated the use of the variables nIJ to parametrize the phase space as (6.8),
we can derive the associated Poisson brackets and use them to study the algebra of the objects
(6.9).
6.4 Poisson brackets
Let us now invert the symplectic form (6.8) in order to derive the corner phase space Poisson
brackets. Given a Lie algebra-valued 1-form λIJ , the transformation δλn
IJ = λIJ is Hamiltonian,
i.e. satisfies δλyΩ
S
ECH = −δN(λ), where the corresponding Hamiltonian generator is
N(λ) =
σ
2
∫
S
(∗+ β)λIJ ∧ nIJ . (6.11)
The Poisson bracket of these Hamiltonians can be computed in two equivalent ways. First, using
the covariant phase space formalism, it is given by
{N(λ),N(λ′)} = δλN(λ′) = −σ
2
∫
S
(∗+ β)λIJ ∧ λ′IJ . (6.12)
On the other hand, we can write it in terms of the fundamental Poisson bracket which we are trying
to compute as
{N(λ),N(λ′)} = 1
4
∫∫
S
(∗+ β)λaIJ (x)(∗+ β)λ′cKL(y){nIJb (x), nKLd (y)}ǫabǫcdd2xd2y. (6.13)
Making the ansatz
{nIJb (x), nKLd (y)} = ǫbdδ(2)(x, y)T IJKL, (6.14)
20The corner metric qab and the Lorentz generator JIJ satisfy the scalar relation
(
(∗+ β)−1J
)2
∝ det(q), which is
why they together describe 8 variables and not 9.
21JIJ is just a rewriting at the corner of BIJ before simplicity, and of the gravitational 2-form EIJ after simplicity.
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where T IJKL is a tensor to be determined, and comparing these two expressions for the Poisson
bracket, we arrive at the condition
λIJ = −σ
2
(∗+ β)λKLTIJKL. (6.15)
Using the identity
σ(∗+ β)(∗ − β) = 1− σβ2, (6.16)
we get the Poisson structure
{nIJa (x), nKLb (y)} =
1
1− σβ2 ǫab
(
β(ηIKηJL − ηILηJK)− ǫIJKL) δ(2)(x, y). (6.17)
Here ǫab = ǫ
ab is the totally skew symbol with ǫ12 = +1. It enters the wedge product of forms
as α ∧ β = (αaǫabβb)d2x. Finally, δ(2) denotes the Dirac distribution normalized by f(x) =∫
S δ
(2)(x, y)f(y)d2y.
6.5 Corner metric and its algebra
Now that we have the Poisson brackets arising from the symplectic form (6.8), we can evaluate the
algebra of the simplicity constraint generators sab, of the metric components qab, and of the Lorentz
generators JIJ given in (6.9). Note that these calculations use only the brackets (6.17) and the
definitions (6.9), but not explicitly the relation (6.3) solving the simplicity constraints (and giving
to qab its interpretation as the metric).
A straightforward calculation by means of the bracket (6.17) reveals the second class nature of
the simplicity constraints. Explicitly, one finds
{sab, scd} = 4 ∗ nIJ(a ∗ nKL(c {nb)IJ , nd)KL}
= − 4
1− σβ2 ∗ n
IJ
(a ∗ nKL(c ǫb)d)(ǫIJKL − 2βηKIηJL)
= − 2σ
1− σβ2 (sacǫbd + sbcǫad + sadǫbc + sbdǫac)
+
4β
1− σβ2 (qacǫbd + qbcǫad + qadǫbc + qbdǫac) . (6.18)
This shows that 2 of these constraints are second class, while 1 is first class. We provide the explicit
separation into first and second class components in [59], where we study in details the imposition of
the simplicity constraints both at the classical and quantum level. These details are not necessary
at this point.
Then, one can check that the Lorentz generators JIJ are Dirac observables with respect to the
simplicity constraints as {sab, JIJ} = 0, and that they satisfy as expected the sl(2,C)S Lie algebra
commutation relations
{JIJ(x), JKL(y)} =
(
ηJKJIL + ηILJJK − ηIKJJL − ηJLJIK
)
(x)δ2(x, y). (6.19)
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Focusing on the corner metric, one first notices that the 3 components defined in (6.9) are not
Dirac observables, as their bracket with the simplicity constraints is
{qab(x), scd(y)} = σβ
1− σβ2
(
sacǫbd + sbcǫad + sadǫbc + sbdǫac
)
(x)δ2(x, y)
− 2σ
1− σβ2
(
qacǫbd + qbcǫad + qadǫbc + qbdǫac
)
(x)δ2(x, y). (6.20)
However, defining the components
q′ab := qab +
σ
2β
sab (6.21)
provides Dirac observables. Indeed, the bracket is found to be
{q′ab(x), scd(y)} = −
1
β
(
sacǫbd + sbcǫad + sadǫbc + sbdǫac
)
(x)δ2(x, y) ≈ 0, (6.22)
where the symbol ≈ means that we have imposed the corner simplicity constraints sab ≈ 0. There-
fore, while q′ab ≈ qab, we need to use the expression (6.22) in order to correctly compute the algebra
of the remaining corner charges without having to introduce the Dirac bracket. Explicitly, the
remaining bracket is that of the metric with itself, and is given by
{q′ab(x), q′cd(y)} = −
1
β
(
q′acǫbd + q
′
bcǫad + q
′
adǫbc + q
′
bdǫac
)
(x)δ2(x, y). (6.23)
This calculation shows that the corner metric satisfies an sl(2,R)S Lie algebra, in line with the
analysis of [34, 36]. Importantly, it also reveals that the non-commutativity of the corner metric
components is due to the presence of a non-vanishing Barbero–Immirzi parameter γ = β−1. Taking
the limit β → ∞ shows that in metric gravity, the corner metric components commute with each
other. This highlights the role of the Barbero–Immirzi parameter in the context of gravity. The
usual viewpoint is that a finite value of β does not affect the classical bulk theory. However, we see
here that it does have important implications on the corner and for its symmetry algebra: It gives
rise to non-vanishing rotation charges in (5.33), and yields an extra sl(2,R) factor in the corner
symmetry algebra.
In summary, the Lorentz charges and the corner metric components form together an sl(2,C)⊕
sl(2,R)‖ algebra. This gives a priori 9 generators, but these are constrained by a relation between
the two sl(2,C) Casimirs and the sl(2,R)‖ Casimir associated to the corner area. This condition
is a generalization of the Casimir balance equation derived in [34,36,37] once the restriction of the
time gauge is lifted. Taking into account this balance equation, we therefore recover 8 physical
corner degrees of freedom. All this will be studied in great details in the follow-up paper [59].
6.6 A glimpse into the quantization and discreteness of area
We now come to the final main result of the paper. Having access to a non-commutative corner
metric, we can investigate the fate of its quantum spectrum. In order to do so we need to introduce
some regularization.
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Let us assume that we choose a kinematical reference metric q0 on S, and furthermore that
D ⊂ S is an infinitesimal (with respect to q0) disk inside S with A0(D) :=
∫
D
√
q0 d
2x. We can
then smear the local charge generators along D and define
A(D) :=
∫
D
√
q d2x, Qab(D) :=
∫
D
qab
√
q0 d
2x. (6.24)
These observables are such that detQ(D)/A(D)2 → det q0 in the limit where A0(D)→ 0.
Since the original algebra (6.23) is ultra-local, we have that
{Qab(D), Qcd(D′)} = 0, if D ∩D′ = ∅. (6.25)
The only non-trivial commutation relation happens on each infinitesimal disk. In order to evaluate
this algebra we need to choose coordinates on D such that q0ab(x) is constant on D and such that√
q
0
= 1. This is always possible, and we assume that this choice is made. With this choice we get
from (6.23) that {A(D), Qab(D)} = 0, while
{Qab(D), Qcd(D)} = − 1
β
(
Qac(D)ǫbd +Qbc(D)ǫad +Qad(D)ǫbc +Qbd(D)ǫac
)
. (6.26)
It is convenient to then define the new generators
J0 :=
β
4
(
Q11(D) +Q22(D)
)
, J1 :=
β
4
(
Q11(D)−Q22(D)
)
, J2 :=
β
2
Q12(D). (6.27)
The quantum algebra [·, ·] = −i{·, ·} is then simply the sl(2,R) algebra with commutators22
[J0, J1] = −iJ2, [J0, J2] = iJ1, [J1, J2] = iJ0, (6.29)
with J0 the elliptic generator. The Casimir is then found to be
C = J20 − J21 − J22 =
β2
4
detQ(D). (6.30)
In a unitary representation the Casimir is real and labelled by a weight λ where
C = λ(λ− 1) =
(
λ− 1
2
)2
− 1
4
. (6.31)
A priori, the Casimir can be positive for the discrete series of representations where λ ∈ Z, and
negative for the continuous series where λ = 12 + is. The operator detQ(D) has to be a positive
operator if we want the metric qab to be the metric of a 2-dimensional space-like surface. The
condition detQ(D) > 0 means that C > 0, and therefore that the surface area spectrum is labelled
22As an intermediate step, one has
{Q11(D), Q22(D)} =
4
β
Q12(D), {Q11(D), Q12(D)} =
2
β
Q11(D), {Q22(D), Q12(D)} = −
2
β
Q22(D). (6.28)
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by the discrete representations. Since in the limit of infinitesimal disk one has that A(D) ≃√
detQ(D), one concludes that the area spectrum also has to be discrete.
Note that this discretization and regularization is still a bit naive. It gives us just a hint of the
quantization of the area spectrum. A more appropriate treatment that respects the diffeomorphism
symmetry on the sphere needs to be given [145] (see also [35,37,117]).
7 Turning on the edge modes
We have now shown that the symplectic potential of ECH gravity differs from the canonical GR
potential by a corner term. This is the content of our claim that all formulations of gravity share
the same bulk symplectic potential and differ only by a corner potential. It means that although
the GR formulation of gravity is equivalent to tetrad gravity in the bulk, it is not equivalent as a
theory including boundaries. Tetrad gravity has additional charges associated with local Lorentz
transformations at the corner, and therefore a bigger corner symmetry algebra23. We have also
shown that the corner symplectic structure of ECH gravity encodes information about the corner
coframe and metric, and revealed, following [34,37], the non-commutativity and sl(2,R)‖ structure
of the latter.
One should recall that, in the first place, the very existence of the corner symmetry charges is
due to the breaking of gauge symmetry at the boundary of the canonical slice. For instance, we have
seen in [1] that canonical GR has vanishing surface boost charges at the corner, meaning that it is
trivially boost-invariant at the corner. On the other hand, in the EH formulation the presence of
the corner breaks boost-invariance, as revealed by the presence of non-vanishing corner charges for
sl(2,R)⊥. Similarly, EH and canonical GR possess trivial charge associated with Lorentz invariance,
while in the ECH tetrad formulation the corner breaks local Lorentz invariance and gives rise to
non-vanishing charges. In other words different formulation of the same theories have different
notion of corner symmetries.
7.1 Conceptual motivations
While it would seem that everybody agrees on these facts, there is a conceptual confusion on how to
interpret them and deal with them. After all (continuing on the example of Lorentz transformations)
one could proceed as in [115,116] and introduce the relative ΘDPS potential in order to cancel the
Lorentz charges and thereby restore gauge invariance. But this restoration is then at the price
of loosing access to the underlying charges, which is unfortunate since they give us an handle on
quantization, and are the building blocks of the LQG quantization. More generally, we are arguing
for a quantization program of gravity which uses the various charges of corner symmetry as the
fundamental building blocks, so we should give them a more prominent role instead of taming
23When comparing ECH gravity with EH gravity one cannot fairly say which theory has a bigger corner symmetry
algebra, since the former has Lorentz charges while the latter surface boost charges.
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them. As argued in [1], in this quantization program based on local holography, one should look
for the maximally extended theory which reveals all the corner charges as element of the quantum
geometry. In this section we clarify these points and emphasize that we can both restore gauge
invariance and also have non-trivial corner charges. They key is to allow for the introduction of
edge modes.
The historical view on this question [146–151] has been to simply accept that the presence of
boundaries breaks gauge invariance. Recall that this breaking of gauge invariance is manifest once
we realize that the canonical generator of gauge transformations does not vanish for transformations
that are non-vanishing at the slice’s boundary. For instance, in ECH gravity the generator of Lorentz
gauge transformations associated with a gauge parameter α is given by
HECH[α] = 1
2
∫
Σ
EIJ ∧ dωαIJ . (7.1)
These charges do not vanish after imposition of the Gauss law, but instead satisfy
HECH[α] ≃ HECH[α′], when α S= α′, (7.2)
where ≃ means that the Gauss law is imposed. This means that generators can be separated
in gauge generators, associated with parameters α
S
= 0 that vanish at the corner, and symmetry
generators, associated with transformations that do not vanish on S. The Gauss law (7.2) is the
expression of the fact that these canonical charges are independent of their bulk extension. The
algebra generated by these charges is denoted by gS, and the corresponding group by GS . In the
case of ECH gravity we have seen that GS = Diff(S)⋉
(
SL(2,C)S×SL(2,R)S‖
)
. The presence of non
zero-charges attached to the corner suggests that there are new corner degrees of freedom associated
with the presence of the broken gauge group [152, 153]. These degrees of freedom should play the
role of boundary Goldstone modes for the broken symmetry. However, these Goldstone modes
are not included in the usual treatments of gauge theories at boundaries, as they are implicitly
superselected. As we are about to argue, we need a framework where they are explicitly present.
A more modern take on this, introduced in [118] and developed in [154–159], consists in ex-
plicitly introducing new corner degrees of freedom, called edge modes, in order to restore gauge
invariance and decouple the notion of corner symmetry from that of gauge. The advantage is that
we can, in this case, construct two sets of canonical charges, which for the example of Lorentz
transformations with parameter α we denote C[α] and Q[α]. The charge C[α] is the generator of
gauge transformations. It vanishes on-shell and it generates a transformation of both the bulk and
corner variables. The bulk component of C[α] imposes the Gauss law, while its corner component
imposes a continuity equation relating the bulk and corner field. The charge Q[α], on the other
hand, is the corner symmetry generator which acts on the corner variables only. It does not vanish
on-shell, and is gauge-invariant in the sense that it commutes with the gauge generator C[α]. One
can then go back to the “usual” picture mentioned above if one explicitly breaks the corner gauge
invariance. The residual symmetry which preserves this explicit breaking is a combination of the
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gauge transformation and the corner symmetry, and its generator H[α] is therefore given by a linear
combination of C[α] and Q[α].
7.2 Concrete implementation
Let us now explain how to implement this construction with the explicit example of BF theory and
then ECH gravity. For BF theory, we have in the bulk of a slice Σ the canonical pair (B˜IJ , ω˜IJ).
In order to resolve once and for all the confusion between having a B-field which is commutative
when viewed as a bulk variable, and non-commutative when viewed as a corner variable, we propose
to introduce edge modes variables. This means that we are considering corner variables denoted
(BI , eI , nI , ϕ), where the straight bold font is used to emphasize that these corner edge mode fields
are a priori independent from the bulk fields. These fields satisfy the constraints24
B
I
nI = 0, e
I
nI = 0, n
I
nI = σ. (7.3)
Here BI is a vector-valued 2-form on S, nI is an internal vector, eI is a vector-valued 1-form on S,
and ϕ ∈ SL(2,C)S is an element of the corner symmetry group. Since these variables live at the
corner, we drop the tilde label on them. The corner variables (BI , eI , nI) have a different status
than ϕ. They are gauge-invariant, while ϕ allows us to specify the choice of the corner gauge frame.
With these new corner edge mode fields we can now introduce the notion of extended symplectic
potential [118,123,155,159].
The extended symplectic potential is obtained by subtracting from the original symplectic
potential a corner potential for the edge modes. More precisely, in the example at hand it is
ΘextBF := ΘBF −ΘSBF, (7.4)
where ΘBF is given by (2.6) or (4.9), and the corner symplectic potential for the edge modes is
ΘSBF := −
∫
S
(
σBIδn
I +
β
2
eI ∧ δeI
)
. (7.5)
Comparing this corner potential with the corner potential ΘSBF (4.11) contained in ΘBF reveals
two differences (aside from the innocent fact that we have chosen convenient notations for the BF
coframes). First, the fields in ΘSBF are edge-modes:corner variables with no bulk potential. Second,
the edge mode corner potential is defined with a variational derivative δ. This is an horizontal
derivative which depends on the corner edge mode field ϕ. It is given by
δ := δ − δχ, with χ := ϕ−1δϕ. (7.6)
Here δα represents as usual the gauge transformation associated with a gauge parameter α. For
this notion of horizontal derivative the gauge parameter is the Lie algebra-valued variational 1-
form χ = ϕ−1δϕ, which can be interpreted as a flat connection on field space. The explicit action
24These are just kinematical constraints which ensure that we have a 12-dimensional phase space, and their presence
has nothing to do per se with the fact that we are talking about edge modes.
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of δ on eI for instance is simply δeI = δeI + χIJe
J . The covariant variational derivative25 was
first introduced in [118], and conceptualized as an horizontal field derivative in [160]. Like δ, the
covariant variation δ satisfies the Cartan axiom δ2 = 0.
A conceptually very important point for what follows is to acknowledge that the corner fields
(BI , eI , nI) are a priori different from the corresponding bulk fields. They become only identified
once gluing conditions are imposed. This is key to the mechanism of restoration of gauge invariance.
To see this, let us consider the bulk gauge transformation δαω
IJ = dωα
IJ and δαB
IJ = [B,α]IJ .
We choose the edge mode fields to be such that the extension of the gauge transformation at the
corner is
δαn
I = δαe
I = δαB
I = 0, δαϕ = −αϕ. (7.7)
This means that the corner fields (BI , eI , nI) are gauge invariant observables. The generator C[α]
mentioned above is the canonical generator of these extended gauge transformations. It is defined
as usual with the covariant phase space formula
δCBF[α] = −δαyΩextBF, (7.8)
from which we find
CBF[α] = HBF[α]− 1
2
∫
S
(ϕ−1αϕ)IJJIJ =
1
2
∫
Σ
BIJ ∧ dωαIJ − 1
2
∫
S
(ϕ−1αϕ)IJJIJ . (7.9)
Here we have introduced the corner generator
JIJ := 2σB
[I
n
J ] + β(e ∧ e)IJ . (7.10)
The corner symplectic potential implies that these generators satisfy an ultra-local Lorentz algebra
{JIJ(x), JKL(y)} =
(
ηJKJIL + ηILJJK − ηIKJJL − ηJLJIK
)
(x)δ2(x, y). (7.11)
Now, demanding the validity of the extended Gauss law CBF[α] ≃ 0 imposes the bulk and corner
constraints
dωB
IJ Σ≃ 0, BIJ S≃ (ϕJϕ−1)IJ . (7.12)
The corner constraint is a boundary condition relating the pull-back of the bulk fields on S with the
value of the corner fields. Importantly, this identification involves an element of the corner symmetry
group ϕ ∈ SL(2,C)S . The reason this group element is needed is that the naive identification
BIJ
S≃ JIJ is second class while the identification BIJ S≃ (ϕJϕ−1)IJ is first class. A proof of this is
25We could also extend the horizontal field derivative to be covariant under the Diff(S) symmetry group by intro-
ducing a position frame as in [118,154]. In this case everything said in this section for SL(2,C)S can be extended to
Diff(S)⋉ SL(2,C)S. For this paper we emphasize only the SL(2,C)S modes which are key for commutativity.
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given in Appendix G. The first class nature of the constraint ensures that we can let go of the notion
of boundary B field, and replace it by the dressed Lorentz generator. Since JIJ is naturally a non-
commutative corner variable, this resolve the confusion about the difference of Poisson structure of
the bulk and corner B fields. This is how the puzzle pointed out in Section 6.1 is resolved by the
introduction of edge modes.
Imposing the bulk and corner Gauss constraints (7.12) means that CBF[α] ≃ 0, and therefore
that we have restored gauge invariance. Now that gauge invariance has been restored by the addition
of the corner degrees of freedom, we can construct a gauge-invariant, and therefore physical charge.
This charge is defined as being associated with transformations ∆α which leave the bulk fields
unchanged, i.e. ∆α(B
IJ , ωIJ) = 0, while rotating the corner fields as
∆αB
I = −αIJBJ , ∆αeI = −αIJeJ , ∆αnI = −αIJnJ , ∆αϕ = 0. (7.13)
The canonical generator for this transformation is the object Q[α] mentioned above. Here it is the
corner charge associated with J introduced in (7.10), i.e.
QBF[α] = ∆αyΘSBF =
1
2
∫
S
αIJJIJ . (7.14)
Because of the definition of its action, this charge comes entirely from the edge mode symplectic
structure. Furthermore, it is gauge-invariant in the sense that {CBF[α],QBF[β]} = 0, and it enters
the relationship between the extended gauge generator CBF[α] and the “naive” charge HBF[α] given
by
HBF[α] = CBF[α] +QBF[ϕ−1αϕ], (7.15)
as can be seen from (7.9). This shows that the naive transformation generated by HBF[α] is in fact
a gauge transformation followed by a corner rotation, which explains why its generator does not
vanish. Note that the rotation (7.13) of the corner generators which leaves ϕ fixed is equivalent to
a right translation of the gauge frame ϕ. This follows from the fact that (∆α + ∆˜α)y δ = 0 for the
right translation defined26 as ∆˜α(B
I , eI , nI) = 0 and ∆˜αϕ = ϕα. Equivalently, we can say that the
corner transformations
(∆α + ∆˜α)
(
B
I , eI , nI , ϕ
)
=
(
B
JαJ
I , eJαJ
I , nJαJ
I , ϕα
)
(7.16)
are pure gauge and the corresponding canonical generator identically vanishes.
As we have discussed previously at length, the case of ECH gravity is obtained from the BF
analysis by imposing the simplicity constraints. In the bulk they are BIJ = EIJ [e], and the
boundary simplicity constraint is
B
I =
1
2
(e× e)I . (7.17)
26This is the notion of surface symmetry which was actually initially used and named ∆α in [118,154–157].
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It is important to appreciate that the knowledge of BI only determines eI up to an SL(2,R)S
rotation eIa → ρabeIb where det ρ = 1. This means that, after imposing the bulk and corner
simplicity constraints, the gluing condition (7.12) can be written in terms of the coframe field as
e˜Ia
S≃ ρabeJb ϕJ I = (e ·ϕ)Ia, (7.18)
where we have introduced the corner group element ϕ := (ρ, ϕ) ∈ GS , with here the corner
symmetry group GS = SL(2,R)
S × SL(2,C)S .
To understand the physical meaning of identity (7.18), let us consider two closed regions ΣL
and ΣR sharing a common corner ΣL ∩ΣR = SLR = ∂ΣL ∩ ∂ΣR, and further assume that the bulk
field is continuous across the corner. This continuity equation implies a matching condition of the
corner fields which involves an holonomy attached to each point of the sphere. Denoting by (e˜L, e˜R)
the bulk coframe fields associated with the left and right regions, and by (eL, eR) the corner ones,
the continuity equation takes the form
e˜L
SLR= e˜R ⇐⇒ eL SLR= eR ·ϕLR, (7.19)
where ϕLR ∈ GS is the corner holonomy with value in the extended corner symmetry group. The
SL(2,C)S component of this holonomy can be understood as a change of section of the coframe
bundle when we go from the left to the right region. The SL(2,R)S component, on the other
hand, is a fundamentally new contribution whose important interpretation will be developed in a
forthcoming publication.
7.3 Trivial limits
From the general perspective presented here, it is now easy to recover the naive picture where
only the charge HBF[α] appears. This is done by simply choosing the corner group element to
be the identity. The condition ϕ = 1 effectively breaks the gauge invariance at the corner. The
transformation generated by HBF[α] = CBF[α] + QBF[α] is then the only one which preserves the
condition ϕ = 1. In this gauge, the gluing condition becomes e˜I
S≃ eI and there is no need to
introduce independent corner fields different from the bulk ones.
We can also recover the approach of [115, 116]. What is done in these references can be inter-
preted in our framework as imposing strongly, independently of any corner Gauss law, the condition
e˜I
S
= eI in the extended symplectic potential. Imposing this condition strongly also forces ϕ = 1
and implies, by virtue of (5.17) and (5.21), that the extended potential reduces to the gravity
potential ΘextECH = ΘGR− δ
(∫
Σ ǫ˜K˜
)
. This choice then amounts to working with the metric gravita-
tional potential which has vanishing Lorentz charges. This way of restoring gauge invariance kills
all the non-trivial charges and it corresponds at the quantum level to a choice of representation
which reduces the effective symmetry group. As mentioned above however, the reason for which
we cannot impose strongly (and innocently) the condition e˜I
S
= eI comes from the fact that e˜I is
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a commuting field in the bulk while eI is a non-commuting corner field. The condition e˜I
S
= eI is
therefore a second class constraint. The boundary condition BIJ
S≃ (ϕJϕ−1)IJ or (7.18) is, on the
other hand, a first class constraint due to the presence of the corner gauge frame ϕ and the Gauss
law. This is one of the main points made in [118], where it served as the motivation for introducing
the edge modes.
Some authors [161, 162] have also pointed out that it is possible to restore gauge invariance
without introducing new corner fields, and have concluded from this fact that edge modes do not
exists or are not relevant. Once again such perspective easily follows from the general framework
presented here. One can effectively kill all the corner charges while keeping gauge symmetry by
imposing some gauge invariant boundary condition on ϕ, such as ϕ = ϕ(A), where ϕ(Ag) = ϕ(A)g
is a functional of A which intertwines the gauge transformation of the potential with the right
translation of the gauge frame (see [163–165] for explicit constructions). This type of conditions
effectively break the corner symmetry and the only charges that commute with the condition
ϕ = ϕ(A) are the gauge charges C[α]. Of course, the fact that it is possible to fix the corner
symmetry doesn’t mean that the corner edge modes do not enter the counting of degrees of freedom,
it only means that the corner edge modes can be rotated into one another by a corner symmetry.
While it might be harmless to ignore edge modes at the classical level, it is not at the quantum
level. Edge modes reveal all their usefulness and efficacy, as we demonstrate in this series of works,
once we take into account the presence of non-trivial commutation relations. The main point is
that, although bulk fields and edge mode fields look the same, they have different commutation
relations and cannot be identified as operators.
We take the point of view that a symmetry algebra needs to be represented non trivially in order
to access all degrees of freedom. After all, the central insight of the LQG description of quantum
geometry is to keep track precisely of the flux charges labelled by SU(2) spins coloring spin networks,
which are in fact coming from the rotational edge modes and satisfy a non-trivial commutation
relation. Here we push this logic further, and reveal that it inevitably leads to additional charges
and new quantum numbers on the corner.
8 Conclusion
Our proposal for quantum gravity is rooted in the notion of representation of the corner symmetry
algebra. As a step towards this construction, we have here analyzed tetrad gravity by shifting the
emphasis from the bulk to the corner: Instead of working with a connection in the bulk, and having
to deal with the ambiguities associated to it, here we have instead considered the Holst term on
the corner and kept the bulk parametrized by the universal GR symplectic structure. This is still a
non-trivial construction because the Holst term and the associated coupling, which is the Barbero–
Immirzi parameter, now control the non-commutativity of the corner frame field and, as we showed
in Section 6.5, the non-commutativity of the corner metric as well. Shifting the emphasis to the
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corner also enables us to resolve the tension of having a commutative bulk B field while B becomes
non-commutative at the corner (after imposing Gauss Law).
To summarize, in this paper we have achieved three results. The first set of results is technical
and follows from a careful decomposition of B field and the connection in terms of tangential/normal
and horizontal/vertical components. This led us to the introduction of the notion of BF coframes
and to a new split of the BF symplectic potential in a bulk and corner piece. We have also
analyzed in details the simplicity constraints in this context, and presented the construction of the
relative corner potential relating the Einstein–Cartan–Holst formulation to the ADM and Einstein–
Hilbert metric formulations of gravity. These results reorganize in a coherent manner a large
collection of disparate results in the literature on first order gravity and its symplectic potential
[43, 51,83,101,102,110,111,115,116,120,166,167].
The second result consists in showing, starting from a new parametrization of the corner phase
space given in (6.7), that the corner metric satisfies an ultra-local sl(2,R)S algebra. This generalizes
the conclusions of [34, 35, 37] in a context where the time gauge is not imposed and therefore full
Lorentz covariance preserved. The quantization of this algebra led us to the conclusion that the
area spectrum is quantized even in the presence of full Lorentz symmetry. This result resolves a
long-standing debate in the quantum gravity community, which revolved around the possibility to
reconcile Lorentz invariance with the discreteness of the area spectrum [62, 85, 86, 91, 92, 137, 138,
168–172]. Further insights into this reconciliation are provided in [59]. A similar conclusion was
reached by Wieland using a corner algebra associated with null boundaries and written in spinor
variables [117]. It would be interesting to understand the relationship between the two frameworks.
Since our work exclusively used space-like or time-like slices, this suggests that there should be a
more general framework generalizing our results to all types of slices, including the null ones.
The third result is more conceptual. We have explained how to resolve the fundamental tension
which exists between bulk and corner variables. Classically, and if we ignore the canonical structure,
one can think of the corner variable as being obtained by continuity as the pull-back of the bulk
field on the corner. But this is not possible at the quantum level or even at the classical level if
we take into account the canonical structure. The issue is that the pull-back of the bulk fields
possess different commutation relations than the corner fields. We have explained how this tension
is resolved by the introduction of edge modes carrying an independent corner symplectic potential.
To do so, we have replaced the condition of continuity by the imposition of gauge invariance
extended to the corner. The tension between the different commutation relation is resolved by the
presence of corner gauge frames that relate bulk and boundary fields. This result conceptualizes
and extends the work done earlier in [118,123].
Although the analysis presented in this paper is semi-classical, it prepares the terrain for a new
form of quantization of the gravitational variables focusing on their expression as corner charges of
symmetry.
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A Notations and conventions
Throughout this work we consider that the spacetime M is equipped with a Lorentzian metric gµν
of signature (−,+,+,+). We use µ, ν, . . . to denote spacetime indices, while a, b, . . . when this are
pulled back on the co-dimension 2 corner S. The internal metric is ηIJ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1), and
we use I, J, . . . to denote internal Lorentz indices. The these internal indices the Hodge duality
operation is
(∗M)IJ = 1
2
ǫIJKLM
KL, ∗2 = −1. (A.1)
We denote the antisymmetrisation of indices with the bracket [A1 · · ·An], and the convention that
[[A1 · · ·An]] = [A1 · · ·An]. In particular, in the case of two indices we have
M[IJ ] =
1
2
(MIJ −MJI), M[IJ ]N [IJ ] =M[IJ ]N IJ . (A.2)
The commutator of Lie algebra-valued forms is denoted by
[M ∧N ]IJ =M IK ∧NKJ −MJK ∧NKI = 2M [IK ∧NKJ ]. (A.3)
This commutator is such that
∗[M ∧N ] = [∗M ∧N ] = [M ∧ ∗N ]. (A.4)
We have the relations
ǫIJKLǫ
MNPQ = −24δ[MI δNJ δPKδQ]L , (A.5a)
ǫIJKLǫ
INPQ = −6δ[NJ δPKδQ]L = −2(δNJ δ[PK δQ]L + δQJ δ[NK δP ]L + δPJ δ[QK δN ]L ), (A.5b)
ǫIJKLǫ
IJPQ = −4δ[PK δQ]L = −2(δPKδQL − δQKδPL ), (A.5c)
ǫIJKLǫ
IJKQ = −6δQL . (A.5d)
With the internal normal nI such that nInI = σ we define
ǫ˜IJK := ǫIJKLn
L. (A.6)
These satisfy
ǫ˜IJK ǫ˜
ILM = −σ(δ˜LJ δ˜MK − δ˜MJ δ˜LK), (A.7a)
ǫ˜IJK ǫ˜
IJM = −2σδ˜MK , (A.7b)
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where δ˜MK := δ
M
K − σnKnM . Finally, we define the cross product
(M ×N)I := ǫ˜IJKMJ ∧NK , (A.8)
between vector-valued forms. The cross product satisfy
−σ
2
ǫ˜IJK(M ×M)K =M I ∧MJ = (M ∧M)IJ . (A.9)
B Gravitational equations of motion
B.1 Torsion equations
Here we want to decompose the torsion equations, and explain the geometrical meaning of the
decomposition (3.9) of the connection. More precisely, we are going to show that if ωIJ is the
spin connection preserving eI , then the pull-back of Γ to Σ is the spin connection preserving the
pull-back e˜I = eI − σnnI . In order to see this, we first project the torsion T I = dωeI and use
dωn
I = KI and dΓn
I = 0 to obtain
nIT
I = dn+ eI ∧KI Σ= eI ∧KI ≃ 0, (B.1)
where the weak equality ≃ means that we have imposed the vanishing of the torsion T I ≃ 0. By
virtue of (3.10) we have
dΓe
I = dΓ(e˜
I + σnnI) = dΓe˜
I + σdnnI − σn ∧ dΓnI = dΓe˜I + σdnnI . (B.2)
Similarly to the decomposition of forms (3.16), we can also decompose the differential of an hori-
zontal form as
dΓα˜ = d˜Γα˜+ σn ∧ LΓnˆα˜, (B.3)
where d˜ is the pull-back differential on Σ and we have introduced the covariant Lie derivative
LΓξ := ξy (dΓ ·) + dΓ(ξy ·). (B.4)
This derivative is such that LΓξnI = 0. We can also decompose the differential of n using
dn = d˜n+ σn ∧ Lnˆn. (B.5)
From now on we will also use the hypersurface orthogonality condition d˜n = 0, which follows from
the fact that n is normal to the slices Σ.
We can use these ingredients to decompose the torsion into horizontal and vertical components.
Starting from the decomposition of ω (3.9), we have
T I = dΓe
I − σn ∧KI + σnI(eJ ∧KJ)
= dΓe˜
I − σn ∧KI + σnI(dn+ e˜J ∧KJ)
= d˜Γe˜
I − σn ∧ (KI − LΓnˆe˜I)+ σnI(dn+ e˜J ∧KJ)
= d˜Γe˜
I − σn ∧ (K˜I − LΓnˆe˜I)+ σnI e˜J ∧ K˜J + nIn ∧ (Lnˆn− e˜J ∧KJn ), (B.6)
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where we have used KI = K˜I + σn ∧KIn, with KIn := nˆyKI the acceleration vector, and we have
used the hypersurface orthogonality condition d˜n = 0. This enables us to read the horizontal and
vertical components of the torsion equations. The horizontal equations are
d˜Γe˜
I ≃ 0, e˜I ∧ K˜I ≃ 0. (B.7)
The first condition tells us that the pull-back of Γ is the spin connection of e˜. The second condition
means that the tensor K˜IJ entering the expansion K˜I = K˜IJ e˜J is symmetric. On the other hand,
the vertical equations are
LΓnˆe˜I ≃ K˜I , e˜I ∧KIn ≃ Lnˆn. (B.8)
The first one tells us that the pull-back of KI can be understood as the extrinsic curvature, i.e.
the normal derivative of the induced coframe.
B.2 Einstein equations
Here we decompose the first set of equations of motion in (2.9), which are Einstein’s equations
in tetrad variables. Let us start by using the normal/tangential decomposition of the Lorentz
curvature to write the Einstein tensor as
GI = (∗+ β)
(
F IJ‖ + 2σF
[I
⊥ n
J ]
)
∧ eJ
= (∗F‖)IJ ∧ eJ + βF IJ‖ ∧ eJ − σ(F⊥ × e)I + σβF I⊥ ∧ n− σβnIF J⊥ ∧ eJ . (B.9)
We can then insert the normal and tangential components (3.12) of the Lorentz curvature tensor
in this expression. They are given by
F I⊥ = dΓK
I , F IJ‖ = R
IJ(Γ)− σ(K ∧K)IJ . (B.10)
Using these components, contracting the Einstein tensor with the internal normal, and denoting
RI(Γ) = ǫ˜IJKRJK(Γ), we get the normal equations
G⊥ := G
InI = −RI(Γ) ∧ eI + σ
2
(K ×K)I ∧ eI − βdΓKI ∧ eI ≈ 0. (B.11)
The horizontal component of this equation gives the Hamiltonian constraint
C := −R˜I(Γ˜) ∧ e˜I + σ
2
(K˜ × K˜)I ∧ e˜I − βd˜ΓK˜I ∧ e˜I . (B.12)
The remaining components of the Einstein tensor (i.e. the ones which have been killed by the
normal projection above) are given by
GI‖ = βR
IJ ∧ eJ − σβ(K ∧K)IJ ∧ eJ − σ(dΓK × e)I + σβdΓKI ∧ n ≈ 0. (B.13)
This equation can be considerably simplified by taking the pull-back to Σ and using the relations
obtained in (B.7), namely d˜Γe˜
I ≃ 0 and e˜I ∧ K˜I ≃ 0. It yields the conservation law
d˜ΓP˜
I ≈ 0, (B.14)
where P˜ I := −σ(K˜ × e˜)I is the momentum aspect.
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C Various proofs
C.1 Gauge transformations of the decomposed connection
In this appendix, we give for completeness the behavior of the different parts of the Lorentz con-
nection under Lorentz gauge transformations. In particular, this shows that ΓIJ transforms as a
connection and KI as a tensor.
Using the decomposition (3.6), we can write the Lorentz gauge parameter as
αIJ = α¯IJ⊥ + α¯
IJ
‖ , α¯
IJ
⊥
:= 2σα
[I
⊥n
J ], α¯IJ‖ := −σǫ˜IJKαK‖ . (C.1)
Here we have used a notation where α¯⊥ denotes a Lie algebra element and α⊥ a vector perpendicular
to nI . By definition, α
I
⊥ represent the change in the normal vector since δαn
I = −αIJnJ = −αI⊥.
We can use this to decompose the gauge transformation as
δαω
IJ = dωα
IJ = δα¯⊥ω
IJ + δα¯‖ω
IJ . (C.2)
Using the decomposition (3.9), we can then write the two gauge transformation on the right-hand
side as
δα¯⊥ω
IJ = dωα¯
IJ
⊥
= dΓα¯
IJ
⊥ + σ(K
InA − nIKA)α¯AJ⊥ + σ(KJnA − nJKA)α¯IA⊥
= dΓα¯
IJ
⊥ − 2σK [IαJ ]⊥ , (C.3)
and similarly for δα¯‖ω
IJ . Using the fact that dΓn
I = 0, one can rewrite these transformations as
δα¯⊥ω
IJ = 2σ(dΓα
[I
⊥n
J ] −K [IαJ ]⊥ ), δα¯‖ωIJ = 2(K × α‖)[InJ ] − 2σ ∗ (dΓα[I‖ nJ ]). (C.4)
From this we then get
(δα¯⊥ω
IJ)nJ = dΓα
I
⊥, (δα¯‖ω
IJ)nJ = σ(K × α‖)I . (C.5)
On the other hand, using δαn
I = −αIJnJ = −αI⊥, the variation of the decomposition (3.9) leads to
δαω
IJ = δαΓ
IJ + 2σδαK
[InJ ] − 2σK [IαJ ]⊥ , (C.6)
and using (δαΓ
IJ)nJ = dΓα
I
⊥ gives
(δαω
IJ)nJ = dΓα
I
⊥ + δαK
I − σnIδαKJnJ = dΓαI⊥ + δαKI − σnIαJ⊥KJ . (C.7)
Taking the normal and tangential components of α in this equation and comparing to (C.5) then
tells us that
δα¯⊥K
I = σnIαJ⊥KJ , δα‖K
I = σ(K × α‖)I . (C.8)
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This is in agreement with what we could have derived from the definition KI = dωn
I . Indeed, this
gives
δαK
I = dωδαn
I + δαω
IJnJ
= −dωαI⊥ + dωαIJnJ
= −αIJdωnJ
= −αIJKJ
= σnIαJ⊥KJ + σ(K × α‖)I . (C.9)
Finally, comparing (C.4) with (C.6) gives
δα¯⊥Γ
IJ = 2σdΓα
[I
⊥n
J ], δα¯‖Γ
IJ = −2σǫ˜IJKdΓαK‖ , (C.10)
which implies that
(δαΓ)
I
⊥ = dΓα
I
⊥, (δαΓ)
I
‖ = dΓα
I
‖ . (C.11)
We therefore get as expected that K transforms as a tensor and Γ as a connection.
C.2 Momentum aspect identities
Here we give two useful identities involving the momentum P˜ I = −σ(K˜ × e˜)I . First, we have that
E˜I ∧ δK˜I = 1
2
ǫ˜IJK(e˜ ∧ e˜)JK ∧ δK˜I
=
1
2
e˜J ∧ δ(ǫ˜IJK e˜K ∧ K˜I)− 1
2
ǫ˜IJK e˜
J ∧ δe˜K ∧ K˜I − ∗(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ ∧ K˜IδnJ
= −σ
2
e˜I ∧ δP˜I + σ
2
δe˜I ∧ P˜I
= σP˜I ∧ δe˜I − σ
2
δ(e˜I ∧ P˜I), (C.12)
where for the third equality we have used K˜InI = 0 = nIδn
I to write
∗(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ ∧ K˜IδnJ = 2σE˜[InJ ] ∧ K˜IδnJ = 0. (C.13)
We now prove equation (5.12). Using the pull-backs of the tetrad and the curvature, we have∫
Σ
P˜I ∧M I = −σ
∫
Σ
(K˜ × e˜)K ∧MK
= −σ
∫
Σ
K˜Iµ(ǫ˜IJK ǫ˜
µνρe˜Jν )M
K
ρ
=
∫
Σ
(det e˜)K˜Iµ
(
e˜µI e˜
ρ
K − e˜ρI e˜µK
)
MKρ
=
∫
Σ
ǫ˜
(
K˜g˜µ
ρ − K˜µρ
)
MKρ e˜
µ
K , (C.14)
where we have used ǫ˜IJK ǫ˜
µνρe˜Jν = −σ(det e˜)(e˜µI e˜ρK − e˜ρI e˜µK) and e˜Iν e˜µI = g˜νµ.
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C.3 DPS variational 1-form identity
Here we give the proof of (5.29). In order to establish this we introduce the internal and spacetime
normal 2-forms
ǫ⊥IJ := ∗(˜¯e ∧ ˜¯e)IJ =
√
q(nIsJ − sInJ), ǫ⊥µν := eIµeJν ǫ⊥IJ =
√
q(nµsν − sµnν). (C.15)
These 2-forms are such that
ǫ⊥µνn
µ = −√q sν , ǫ⊥µνsµ = −
√
q nν ,
˜¯EI = (˜¯e× ˜¯e)I = ǫ⊥IJnJ =
√
q sI . (C.16)
One can then show that
∗(e ∧ e)IJ̟IJ = ∗(e ∧ e)IJeIµδeJµ
S
= ǫ⊥IJe
IµδeJµ
= ǫ⊥IJ
(
sIsµ − nInµ)δeJµ
= ǫ⊥IJ
(
sIδsJ − nIδnJ)− ǫ⊥IJ(sIeJµδsµ − nIeJµδnµ)
= ǫ⊥IJ
(
sIδsJ − nIδnJ)− ǫ⊥µν(sµδsν − nµδnν)
=
√
q
(
sIδn
I − nIδsI
)−√q(sµδnµ − nµδsµ)
= 2
√
q sIδn
I −√q sµδnµ
= 2 ¯˜EIδn
I −√q sµδnµ, (C.17)
where in the second to last step we have used the foliation preserving condition δnµ ∝ nµ.
C.4 Relationship between the normal, flux, and coframe
Here we prove some useful relations involving the normal coframe 1-form, and in particular (6.4).
First, we have
1
2
(∗n)IK ∧ nJK = 1
4
ǫIKMLn
ML ∧ nJK
=
1
4
ǫIKML(n
M e˜L − nLe˜M ) ∧ (nJ e˜K − nK e˜J)
=
1
2
ǫIKMLn
M e˜L ∧ (nJ e˜K − nK e˜J )
=
1
2
ǫIKMLn
MnJ(e˜
L ∧ e˜K)
=
1
2
ǫ˜ILKnJ(e˜ ∧ e˜)LK
= E˜InJ . (C.18)
For the second equality, a direct calculation gives
n
[I
K ∧ nJ ]K = (nI e˜K − nK e˜I) ∧ (nJ e˜K − nK e˜J) = σ(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ . (C.19)
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Denoting by [· , ·] the matrix commutator (A.3), these two relations can be rewritten respectively
in the form
E˜InJ − E˜JnI = −1
2
[∗n ∧ n]IJ = −1
2
∗ [n ∧ n]IJ = 1
2
ǫIJKLn
[K
M ∧ nL]M = 1
2
ǫIJKLn
K
M ∧ nLM
(C.20)
and
(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ = −σ
2
[n ∧ n]IJ . (C.21)
From this we also get
ǫ˜IJKE˜K = −σ(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ = 1
2
[n ∧ n]IJ . (C.22)
Using these ingredients we can decompose the wedge product of coframes as
(e ∧ e)IJ = n ∧ nIJ + (e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ = n ∧ nIJ − σǫ˜IJKE˜K , (C.23a)
∗(e ∧ e)IJ = n ∧ ∗nIJ + 2σE˜[InJ ]. (C.23b)
Finally, using this we can write the horizontal part of the EIJ = (∗ + β)(e ∧ e)IJ in terms of the
1-forms nIJ as
E˜IJ =
σ
2
(
(∗n)[IK ∧ nJ ]K + βn[IK ∧ nJ ]K
)
, (C.24)
or more compactly
E˜IJ = −σ
4
(∗+ β)[n ∧ n]IJ . (C.25)
D Relationship between ECH and GR Lagrangians
Let us consider the codimension-1 Lagrangian
LECH/GR :=
1
2
(
σ ∗ (e ∧ e)IJ ∧ dωnInJ − βeI ∧ dωeI
)
. (D.1)
Our goal is to show (5.19), or in other words that LECH − dLECH/GR is the Lagrangian LGR
written in tetrad variables. To show this we establish the relationship at the level of the symplectic
potentials by varying the boundary Lagrangian. We have the variation
δLECH/GR =
1
2
(
2σ ∗ (e ∧ e)IKnJnK + β(e ∧ e)IJ
)
∧ δωIJ
+ δeI ∧
(
σǫ˜IJKe
J ∧ dωnK − βdωeI
)
+ σ
(
2 ∗ (e ∧ e)IJ ∧ dωnI + dω
( ∗ (e ∧ e)IJ)nI
)
δnJ
+ d
(
σ ∗ (e ∧ e)IJδnInJ + β
2
eI ∧ δeI
)
. (D.2)
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Going on-shell using dωe
I ≃ 0, denoting KI = dωnI , pulling-back to Σ, and using the definitions
E˜I = ∗(e˜∧ e˜)IJnJ and P˜ I = −σ(K˜ × e˜)I , we get that the third line vanishes. Indeed, the last term
vanishes on-shell, and the first term vanishes by virtue of (C.13). Noticing that the second line
on-shell and on Σ is
σǫ˜IJKδe˜
I ∧ e˜J ∧ K˜K = −P˜I ∧ δe˜I = −θGR, (D.3)
we are therefore left with the identity
δLECH/GR
S≃ θECH − θGR − dθSECH
= θECH − θGR − dθECH/GR. (D.4)
This is the exact analog of the formula for δLEH/GR which was derived in [1].
E Alternative decomposition of the ECH potential
Here we present an alternative way to write the ECH symplectic potential. It is a Lorentz covariant
version of the usual LQG potential in connection and triad variables. At the difference with what
we have done in the main text, here the contribution of the topological Holst term is put in the
bulk and not on the boundary. This leads to the covariant (i.e. without fixing nI in the time
gauge) parametrization of the bulk degrees of freedom with the Ashtekar–Barbero connection AI
conjugated to EI . We did not use this decomposition because we have chosen instead to write the
bulk piece as the GR potential, and to push the dependency on the Barbero–Immirzi parameter
on the boundary.
Using (3.33), one can write
σΘECH =
σ
2
∫
Σ
EIJ ∧ δωIJ
=
∫
Σ
E˜I ∧ δ(ω − β ∗ ω)IJnJ
=
∫
Σ
(
E˜I ∧ δ(AIJnJ)− E˜I ∧ AIJδnJ
)
=
∫
Σ
(
E˜I ∧ δ(dnI +AIJnJ)− E˜I ∧ δdnI − E˜I ∧ AIJδnJ
)
=
∫
Σ
(
E˜I ∧ δAI + πIδnI
)
−
∫
S
E˜Iδn
I , (E.1)
where we have introduced
AIJ := (1− β∗)ωIJ , AI := dAnI , πI := dAE˜I . (E.2)
This shows that the gravitational ECH phase space can be parametrized in terms of the two bulk
canonical pairs (E˜I , A
I) and (nI , πI), and the corner pair (E˜I , n
I). In the bulk, the first pair
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represents 9 degrees of freedom (since we have E˜In
I = 0 and AInI = 0) and the second pair 3, for
a total of 12. This is compensated by 6 Lorentz transformations and 4 diffeomorphisms, so a total
of 10 constraints, which leaves indeed 2 degrees of freedom. In the time gauge nI = (1, 0, 0, 0) the
momentum AI becomes the Ashtekar–Barbero connection Ai := Ai0.
For the sake of curiosity, we can match the expression (E.1) with the various ingredients of the
bulk-corner decomposition which we have performed in Section 3. In order to do so, let us first
notice that (3.6) implies that
E˜I ∧ (∗ω)IJδnJ = σ(ω⊥ × E˜)IδnI . (E.3)
Using this and the fact that (∗ω)IJnJ = ΓI‖ , we can write the Holst piece of the ECH potential as
1
2
∫
Σ
(e˜ ∧ e˜)IJ ∧ δωIJ =
∫
Σ
E˜I ∧ δ(∗ω)IJnJ
=
∫
Σ
(
E˜I ∧ δ
(
(∗ω)IJnJ
)− E˜I ∧ (∗ω)IJδnJ
)
=
∫
Σ
(
E˜I ∧ δΓI‖ − σ(ω⊥ × E˜)IδnI
)
. (E.4)
With this, the full ECH potential can be written in the form
ΘECH =
∫
Σ
(
E˜I ∧ δ(σK˜I + βΓI‖) + σ
(
d˜ΓE˜I − β(ω⊥ × E˜)I
)
δnI
)
− σ
∫
S
E˜Iδn
I , (E.5)
so that even on-shell of the Gauss constraint there is a pair in the bulk involving the normal nI .
One can then check that the momenta conjugated to E˜I and n
I are indeed AI and πI introduced
in (E.1).
F Relative diffeomorphism charge
F.1 From the difference of charges
Here we establish (5.36) by a direct subtraction of the ECH and GR charges. It is actually possible
to start this calculation by decomposing the BF diffeomorphism charge [166].
HSBF[ξ] =
1
2
∫
S
ξyωIJB
IJ . (F.1)
This decomposition follows almost verbatim the decomposition of the potential (2.6). We first have
HSBF[ξ] =
∫
S
(
σB˜Iξyω
IJnJ +
1
2
s˜I ∧ (ξyωIJ)s˜J
)
. (F.2)
We evaluate the two terms separately. For the first term, we use (3.9) to get
ξyωIJnJ = ξyK
I + ξyΓIJnJ , (F.3)
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and (3.10) to write
ξydΓn
I = ξydnI + ξyΓIJnJ = LξnI + ξyΓIJnJ = 0. (F.4)
Together, this gives
ξyωIJnJ = ξyK
I −LξnI . (F.5)
We this we can therefore write
BIξyω
IJnJ = BI(ξyK
I −LξnI) = ξy (BI ∧KI)− (ξyBI)KI −BILξnI . (F.6)
For the second term we have
s˜I ∧ (ξyωIJ )s˜J = s˜I ∧ (ξyΓIJ)s˜J
= s˜I ∧
(
ξy (ΓIJ ∧ s˜J) + ΓIJ(ξy s˜J )
)
= s˜I ∧
(
ξy (dΓs˜
I − ds˜I) + dΓ(ξy s˜I)− d(ξy s˜I)
)
= s˜I ∧
(
ξydΓs˜
I + dΓ(ξy s˜
I)− Lξs˜I
)
= dΓs˜
I(ξy s˜I)− (ξydΓs˜I) ∧ s˜I − d
(
s˜I(ξy s˜
I)
)− s˜I ∧ Lξ s˜I
= 2dΓs˜I(ξy s˜
I)− ξy (s˜I ∧ dΓs˜I)− d
(
s˜I(ξy s˜
I)
)− s˜I ∧ Lξs˜I . (F.7)
One can note the ressemblance with (4.8) with δ there traded for ξy here. Putting this together,
and focusing on the case of tangent diffeomorphisms, we get that the BF diffeomorphism charge
decomposes in the form
HSBF[ξ] = −
∫
S
(
σξy B˜IK˜
I + σB˜ILξnI − d˜Γs˜I(ξy s˜I) + 1
2
s˜I ∧ Lξ s˜I
)
. (F.8)
Imposing the simplicity constraints (3.36) leads to the ECH diffeomorphism charge
HSECH[ξ] = −
∫
S
(
σξy E˜IK˜
I + σE˜ILξnI − βd˜Γe˜I(ξy e˜I) + β
2
e˜I ∧ Lξ e˜I
)
. (F.9)
Going on-shell and using the definition of E˜I together with the momentum P˜ I = −σ(K˜ × e˜)I , we
finally get
HSECH[ξ] ≃
∫
S
ξy e˜I P˜I −
∫
S
(
σE˜ILξnI + β
2
e˜I ∧ Lξ e˜I
)
. (F.10)
For σ = −1, the relative charge is therefore
HSECH/GR[ξ] = HSECH[ξ]−HSGR[ξ] =
∫
S
(
E˜ILξnI − β
2
e˜I ∧ Lξ e˜I
)
. (F.11)
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F.2 From the relative symplectic structure
Let us rewrite the relation (5.20) between the GR and ECH symplectic structures using the 1-forms
(6.3). As shown in Section 6.2, we can write
ΩGR = ΩECH − ΩECH/GR = ΩECH +
σ
4
∫
S
(∗+ β)δnIJ ∧ δnIJ . (F.12)
We now want to use this relationship between the symplectic structures in order to relate the GR,
ECH, and relative charges.
Let us first notice that the contraction of a diffeomorphism with the boundary term is integrable
by virtue of the identity
−Lξy
(∫
S
δnIJ ∧ δnIJ
)
= 2
∫
S
δnIJ ∧ LξnIJ
= 2
∫
S
δnIJ ∧
(
d(ξy nIJ ) + ξy (dnIJ)
)
= 2
∫
S
δnIJ ∧ d(ξy nIJ) + ξy δnIJdnIJ
= 2
∫
S
δnIJ ∧ d(ξy nIJ) + nIJ ∧ d(ξy δnIJ )
= 2
∫
S
δ
(
nIJ ∧ d(ξy nIJ )
)
. (F.13)
This tells us that the relative charge is
HSECH/GR[ξ] = −
σ
2
∫
S
(∗+ β)nIJ ∧ LξnIJ . (F.14)
We can then contract a diffeomorphism with the above symplectic structures to find the following
relation between the corner charges:
HSGR[ξ] = HSECH[ξ]−HSECH/GR[ξ]
=
∫
S
ξyωIJ E˜
IJ +
σ
2
∫
S
(∗+ β)nIJ ∧ d(ξy nIJ)
=
∫
S
ωIJ ∧ ξy E˜IJ + σ
2
∫
S
(∗+ β)nIJ ∧ d(ξy nIJ)
= σ
∫
S
ωIJ ∧ (∗+ β)(ξy n[IK)nJ ]K + σ
2
∫
S
(∗+ β)nIJ ∧ d(ξy nIJ)
=
σ
2
∫
S
(∗+ β)nIJ ∧ dω(ξy nIJ ), (F.15)
where for the third equality we have used the fact that ξ is tangent to S, and for the fourth one the
simplicity constraint (6.4). Our goal is to show, as a consistency check, that this charge written on
the right-hand side in terms of nIJ is indeed the Brown–York charge HSGR[ξ].
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For this, let us study the two pieces of this expression separately. The second term, proportional
to the Barbero–Immirzi parameter, can be rewritten in metric form as
σ
2
∫
S
nIJ ∧ dω(ξy nIJ) =
∫
S
nIJ ∧ dω(nIξJ)
=
∫
S
nIJ ∧ (K˜IξJ + nIdωξJ)
= σ
∫
S
(nI e˜J − nJ e˜I) ∧ (K˜IξJ + nIdωξJ)
≃
∫
S
e˜I ∧ dωξI
≃
∫
S
ǫµνρσnµsν e˜Iρ∇σ(ξαe˜Iα)
= −
∫
S
ǫµνρσnµsν∇ρξσ, (F.16)
where we have used (B.7) and introduced ξI = ξy e˜I . This is the trivial “topological” Komar charge
as in [115]. The first term in (F.15), however, can be rewritten in terms of the momentum P˜ I as
σ
2
∫
S
(∗n)IJ ∧ dω(ξy nIJ ) =
∫
S
(∗n)IJ ∧ (KIξJ + nIdωξJ)
=
σ
2
∫
S
ǫIJKL(n
K e˜L − nLe˜K) ∧ (KIξJ + nIdωξJ)
=
σ
2
∫
S
ǫIJKL(n
K e˜L − nLe˜K) ∧KIξJ
= −σ
∫
S
ǫIJKLξ
IKJ ∧ e˜KnL
=
∫
S
ξI P˜I , (F.17)
which as expected is the Brown–York charge.
G First class nature of the gluing condition
In this final appendix we prove the statement that the rotated Lie algebra elements (ϕJϕ−1)IJ
commute with JIJ and form a Lorentz algebra sl(2,C) with orientation opposite to JIJ . This
explains why the matching condition BIJ
S≃ (ϕJϕ−1)IJ at the corner is first class.
In order to get this result, we use the expression (7.10) for the corner generator and the definition
δ = δ − ϕ−1δϕ to rewrite the edge mode contribution to the corner potential (7.5) as
−ΘSBF =
∫
S
(
σBIδn
I +
β
2
eI ∧ δeI − 1
2
(ϕ−1δϕ)IJJIJ
)
. (G.1)
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From this we can read the commutators of J[α] = 12
∫
S α
IJ
JIJ and ϕ, which are
{J[α], J[β]} = J[[α, β]], (G.2a)
{J[α], ϕ(x)} = ϕ(x)α, (G.2b)
{ϕ(x), ϕ(y)} = 0. (G.2c)
Given these commutation relations, we see that the generator J commutes with the corner generator
of gauge transformations, i.e.
{J[α], J[ϕ−1βϕ]} = 0. (G.3)
This commutation relation follows from the fact that J[α] acts by right multiplication on ϕ while
J[ϕ−1βϕ] acts instead by left multiplication. The commutator of the dressed charges is then given
by
{J[ϕ−1αϕ], J[ϕ−1βϕ]} = −J[ϕ−1[α, β]ϕ]. (G.4)
This shows that if we have generators BIJsatisfying a local Lorentz algebra {B[α], B[β]} = B[[α, β]],
the constraint B[α]−J[α] = 0 is second class while B[α]−J[ϕ−1αϕ] = 0 is first class, as announced.
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